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ABSTRACr sources with narrow band frequency-(axial distance) -1. The predictive

version agrees well with experiment ( 1 to 1.5 dB ) up to moderate

frequencies. The insertion loss deduced from the point source measure-

This analytical and experimental study explores concepts for jet noise ments for semi-infinite as well as finite rectangular shields agrees

shielding. Model experiments centre on solid planar shields, simulating rather well with theoretical calculations based on the exact half plane

engine-over-wing installations and 'sugar scoop' shields. Tradeoff on solution and the superposition of asymptotic closed-form solutions. An

effective shielding length is set by interference 'edge noise' as the approximate theory, the Maggi-Rubinowicz line integral, is found to

shield trailing edge approaches the spreading jet. Edge noise is yield reasonable predictions for thin barriers including cutouts if a

minimized by (i) hyperbolic cutouts which trim off the portions of most certain correction is applied. The more exact integral equation

intense interference between the jet flow and the barrier and (ii) hybrid approach (solved numerically) is applied to a more demanding geometry: a

shields - a thermal refractive extension (a flame); for (ii) the tradeoff half round sugar scoop shield. It is found that the solutions of the

is combustion noise. integral equation derived from the Helmholtz formula in normal

derivative form show satisfactory agr ement with measurements.

In general, shielding attenuation increases steadily with frequency,

following low frequency enhancement by edge noise. Although broadband

attenuation is typically only several decibels, the reduction of the

subjectively weighted perceived noise levels is higher. In addition,

calculated ground contours of peak PN dB (perceived noise level) show a

substantial contraction due to shielding: this reaches 66% for one of

the 'sugar scoop' shields for the 90 PN dB contour.

The experiments are complemented by analytical predictions. They are

divided into an engineering scheme for jet noise shielding and more

rigorous analysis for point source shielding. The former approach

combines point source shielding with a suitable jet source distribution.

The results are synthesized into a predictive algorithm for jet noise

shielding: the jet is modelled as a line distribution of incoherent
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The thrust of a jet engine Scales with diameter and jet velocity about as
1 INTROUCTIOND2U2. whereas the noise power scales (for subsonic U) as U8D2. For

Ever since the Wright brothers launched the age of aviation in 1903, cntn hut hn h os clsa o s06:tu e

transportation by aircraft has had a major influence on our way of life.veoiy savrypw fu ri-tr. Tssgetdth taeff f

With the coning of the jet age in the 1950's, noise from turbojet-poweredreudjtvloiya intnc asdng edam era amjrmas

commrcil arcrft as bcom a ublc nisane, artculrlyforof noise reduction. The modern high bypass ratio turbofan engines have

people living in communities near airports. Typical examples of ccmmner-exlidths Teenwegnswth ow xautvocyadeer
increasing diameter have resulted in the development of modern aircraftcial turbojets of the 1g60's are the Boeing 707, and DC-B. The total ta r oe2 NQ (ecie os ee)qitrta h ale

acoustic power radiated into the air during takeoff is typically several troe icat
thousand watts. In comparison, the acoustic power produced by one

persn seakng s abut 0- wat, ad oly he ates oudoo muti-Noise suppression can also be achieved by modifying the turbulent mixing
kiloattsoud sstes cme loseto hatof he et ngies.of the flow. The first innovation made was the introduction of the

multi-tube or corrugated nozzles. These supposedly achieve noise re-
The innovation of the turbofan engine for modern Commercial jet aircraftduto byalwnmximetrietofsrudng i. Th r-
(Boeing 747. CIC-10, Lockheed L-1011) has alleviated the jet noise dynamic mechanism is cmplicated and somewhat controversial. These
problem to a substantial extent. However, the noise problem has intent-noze wreu din aly ers Th ob rvd ose euc on s
ified as aircraft size increases, and as the number of flyovers

multiply due to the ever increasing volume of air traffic. Reactions tpclysm -0d nteoealsudlvl u ny23P Bi

from neighbors of major airports have shown greater awareness of air- Prevdnielvl(hc sabte esr ferrsos)

craft noise. This has led to stringent noise regulations, such as the

FAR-6; hisimpses ois liitsfor ertfictio of ircaft StllModern aircraft have carried these jet noise suppression concepts to the

point of diminishing returns. An alternative to suppression at thethe hostile reactions of people around some major airports has clearly
indiate tht te gnertednoie iswel abve he nnoanc leel.source is the concept of reflective shielding. Here the radiation of the

jet noise is redistributed such that the noise intensity is reduceC: inAcceptability of aircraft noise in a community thus has become a chal-

lenging problem that requires disciplines from diverse fields such asth 'sao'zn. Fremp ,by elc igegnsaov tewn,
the latter can be used to deflect a significant portion of the jet noise

scinceandenvronentl sudis.skyward, so that what reaches the ground is reduced. Less
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practical, perhaps, underwing engines could use add-on shields to partly 1.1 Present Investigation

block downward radiation. The shields mnay be 'hard', such us a plate, or

'soft', such as a reflective thermal layer. These and combinations that The present study is in part an experimental study of further concepts of

form composite shields are explored herein. jet shielding by reflective barriers. This is coupled - for aspects

accessible to theory - with analytical developments and comparisons. In

A number of studies of jet noise shielding have been undertaken in the addition, an 'engineering' approach is developed to provide reasonable

past ( Refs. 1,2 ) . A shielding-flap jet noise suppressor as indicated estimates of the expected jet noise shielding.

is Ref. 1 is seen to provide a maximum reduction of about 17 dB on the

shielded side of a slit jet flowing over the upper surface of a wing. The experimental aspects are directed at conventional as well as

However, this is achieved with a very long shield length equal to 190 unorthodox configurations. The emphasis is placed on the concept,

times the slit height. This causes a high thrust loss owing to 'wall feasibility heing of secondary importance for now. The model

jet' drag on the wing which makes the idea unattractive. Nevertheless, experiments center oe solid planar shields (simulating EOW install-

the arrangement bears resemblance to the external ly-blown-flap blowing ations), haklf round Sugar scoop shields, and hybrid configurations com-

concept used on the STOL airplanes of the future. bining solid barriers and hot refractive gas layers. This hot gas layer

The ecet Grma-Duch VW-64 arplne eatres n EW (ngie-oer-Can play much the same role as a solid Plate barrier. The gradient in

The ecet Grma-Duch VW-64 arplne eatres n EW (ngie-oer-sound speed of the heated medium along the underside of the jet can cause

wing) design. This configuration exhibits a noise reduction averaging 5 the Sound Waves to bend upward. The net effect is largely equivalent to

PN dB over a wide range of downward directions in the shadow zone reflection.

(Ref. 3 ). This is an effect that is apparently due to shielding.

The solid planar shield consisting of a simple Planar baffle acts simply

The ngie-oer-wng ois resarc ha als ben crrie ou exen-as a reflective barrier. The half round scoop shield is motivated by the

sively in both model and full scale tests by NASA and Boeing for both expectation of better shielding to the Side than that with flat shields

powered and conventional lift applications (Refs. 4, 6. 6, 7). For some of a limited span. Moreover, they are expected to provide a comparable

full scale powered lift configurations, a reduction of 10 d8 in overall degree of downward shielding for a minimum expenditure of barrier

sound pressure level is possible. This and other studies have shown that material.

tne concept is a promising one for reducing jet noise. Thus farther

investigation of this effect is considered desirable.
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one of the problems encountered in jet noise shielding arises on extending The perceived noise level measured in PUBd is a subjective measure of

the barrier length in an attempt to shield more and more of the jet: the hearing response: it weights the spectral bands in accordance with the

trailing edge eventually runs into the spreading jet. As the edge annoyance caused uy noise in each frequency band. It may differ much

approaches the 'conical' jet boundary, an interference effect generates from the corresponding change in sound pressure level, measured in dBe.

intense 'edge noise'. This produces an augmentation of the levels at low Herein an indication of the effect of the shielding devices on the

frequencies. In fact there can be an increase in overall sound pressure annoyance levels is calculated in terms of 'footprints' of peak

level (OASPL). To this end, an interference probe is used to delineate intensity in P11 dB, for an assumed airplane takeoff.

the boundary of closest approach to the jet for negligible edge noise.

In addition, an attempt is also made to quantify the extent of influence A series of experiments and analyses is also carried out to illuminate

of the edge-induced interference noise to the shielded jet noise the mechanism of shielding of a jet by a barrier. The jet noise smitters

specrumin trmsof AdB.are modeled as a distribution of point sources along a line (jet axis).

The shielding of a single point source is determined as a function of

The adverse influence of the edge noise is reduced if 'hyperbolic position and frequency. These results are applied to synthesize the jet

cutouts' are used. A hyperbolic cutout is defined by the intersection of noise shielding. In addition, the shielding of point sources also allows

the shield and the cone of threshold interference mentioned above. This One to assess by difference the Jet-shield aeroacoustic interference.

allows one to extend the effective barrier depth without encroaching on Measurements utilizing the point source are performed on all major

the boundary of closest approach for acceptably low edge noise. The shielding configurations. These are carried out by a variety Of methods.

hyperbolic cutout is also supplemented by strategic removal of much including cross spectral meaurements using broad-band source excitation.

additional material elsewhere. This is a more practical implementation signal-averaged pulses, direct measurement via pure tone encitation,

of the hyperbolic cutout. It turns out that this configuration attains warbled tone, end 1/3 octave filtered noise.

similar noise suppression even if most of the material is removed.

The experiments are comlemented by a variety of analytical methods.

A scaling law is also examined. This is used to give an estimate of the Their suitability to problms of the prediction of jet noise shielding is

shielding performance of the shielding configurations at 'operational'I also examined and tested. This includes the enact half plane solution,

frequencies. Its validity is examined via model testing of two different Rubinowicz's line integral theory, various asymptotic and appronimate

size nozzles, Schemes, and the more exact integral equition methods for complen

shapes.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS and the typical dimensions. The performance of a shielding configur-

atlasn also depends on the relative positions of the shield, the source.

2.1 itrodutionand the observer.

Consider a stran of particles impinging on an obstacle, such as a plate. Fig. ( 2-1 ) shows a typical configuration. As a first approximation a

Those portions incident on the plate will be intercepted or reflected, barrier casts a 'sharp' shadow, which is 'filled in' to some extent, by

and the remaining portion will propagate without any disturbance. Hence diffracted waves. Thus, for a givn effective barrier height 'h' the

one would expect the plate to cast a sharply defined shadow. However, attenuation becomes 'more perfect, as the shadow angle 'Vl increases.

wave motion is characterized by a phenomenon associated with the banding This is equivalent to placing the opserver closer to the barrier. A

of the wave front around any obstacle known as 'diffraction'. The similar effect is also observed in reverse if the source appoaches the

diffraction effect is more pronounced when a wave interacts with a finite barrier while the observer reains at a fixed distance from it. In this

obstruction which has dimensions comparable to the wavelength of the sense, the relative position of the sound source and the observer can he

wave. With light, the wavelength is usually very swall compared with the Isterchanged while maintaining Identical sound reduction. From

dimensions of the obstruction. One can not observe diffraction with the geometrical considerations, the situation illustrated in Fig. ( 2-2)

naked eye in ordinary situations, since the effect is observable only in for elevated and depressed source and observer positions are identical

regions comparable with a wavelength (10- 7in). In this case, there In character as far as the diffraction effect of sound waves is

exists a sharply defined shadow behind the obstacle, concerned.

On the other hand, the wavelengths for audible sound waves are in general A similitude parnmeter f or barriers, as defined in accordance with the

of the seme order of magnitude as the dimension of co n obstacles (i.e. usage is' the literature, is the Fresnel number

approximately 2 cn at 15 k~z at the high frequency end to 7 m at 50 Hz at

the low frequency and). Thus diffraction impairs the sound shadow is' N * Path Difference /(a /2 )(2-1)

virtually all situations dealing with Interaction between sound waves * 2 S/

and shielding surfaces. Quantitatively, the effectiveness of a shield

is a function of the ratio of the wavelength of the incident sound waves

C'
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Here, the variable a is the difference in length between the shortest 2.2 Experimental Facilities

path diffracted over the edge and the straight line path from the source

to the observer ( Fig. 2-3 ). 2.2.1 Anechoic Rooms

All measurements were performed in two of the anechoic roams at the

Insertion loss is a measure of the local attenuation of sound waves due University of Toronto, Institute for Aerospace Studies. The initial

to a barrier. It is usually defined as the difference in the sound phase of the investigation was conducted in the acoustic wind tunnel

pressure level as measured by a precision sound level meter, in decibels, facility. It has a test section surrounded by an anechoic chamber. The

at a particular point in space with and without the insertion of the tunnel is capable of air speeds of 12 to 92 m/s. This facility thus

barrier. In principle, the measurement of insertion loss, or allows simulation of forward flight effects, although such effects were

attenuation is not difficult, especially in the laboratory. Since the not studied here. The anechoic room has dimensions 4.1 x 5.9 2.1 m
3

effective- of a shield is governed by the ratio of wavelength to between the tips of the fibreglass absorptive wedges. Acoustically, the

dimension, it is helpful to measure power spectral densities of the anechoic chamber around the test section has a cutoff frequency of 150 Hz

received signals. This allows one to assess the shielding of narrow (defined by deviation from inverse square law for far field acoustic

frequency bands. Before the experimental results are presented, an intensity). The background noise level is less than 25 dBA.

overview of the facilities and instrumentation is given.
A second anechoic room became available in the later stages of the

investigation. More than two-thirds of the relevant measurements were

carried out there. This anechoic room is slightly smaller than the one

in the acoustic wind tunnel facility. It has dimensions 4.2 x 2.9 x

2.1 m
3 
and awedge depth of 20cm. The walls have 3.2m thick lead sheet

to insulate the chamber against exterior noise from the outside. The

cutoff frequency of this roo is approximately 300 Hz, and the background

noise Is also accetably low ( 28 dSA ).

'a
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2.2.2 Model Air Jet 2.2.3 Microphone System

The two model air jets used in the experiement are of identical design. The sound pressure measurements were made withi either a Bruel and Kjaer

The nozzles have circular exit diameters of 1.91 cm ( 3/4 in. ) and an (B & K) Type 4135 " (0.635 cm) or a Type 4133 i' (1.2%m) condenser

area ratio of 110. They can be operated over a range of flow speeds from microphone cartridge coupled to a 8 & K preamplifier. This is connected

10 m/sec to 300 m/sec. The nozzle contour has been designed to roduce a to a B & K microphone power supply Type 2801 that provides the necessary

uniform velocity profile at the orifice ( Ref. 8 ). A 1 m section Of polarizing voltage. The frequency response of the microphone is essen-

.2 m circular steel pipe is used as a settling chamber. tially flat between 20 Hz and 40 kHz and 100 kHz for %n' (1.27 cm) and a'

(0.635 cm) diameters respectively. A Keithley model 102 B decade

A silencer in the control room is connected to the model air jet via a amplifier with amplification factors of 20, 40 and 60 dB was used to

flexible air hose. A continuously operating compressor supplies 4.8 x amplify the low level microphone signal. Further signal conditioning

105 to 6.9 x 105 N/mr
2 
(70 to 100 psi) air to the system. It Is regulated was provided by an Ithaco variable electronic filter with a broadband

down by a two stage regulator to provide any desirable flow velocity; the frequency range from 0.01 Hz to 1 MHz. A block diagram of the

second of these is a Fisher governor Type 99 precision pressure instrumentation for the shielding measurements is shown in Fig. ( 2-4 ).

regulator. Any water in the air supply is collected in a filter prior to

reaching the regulators. The static pressure in the settling chamber is A microphone boom supports the microphone In the horizontal plane of the

monitored by a mercury Manometer. The jet, settling chamber, and other jet at a distance of 1.63 m from the jet orifice. The boo allows

equipment were wrapped in fibreglass to reduce reflections. Additional rotation about an axis aligned with the jet centre line and the nozzle

details may be found in nefs. I . 9 ). exit plane. Insertion loss measurements are performed with the shield

interposed between the jet and the microphone. They are held in place by

a specially constructed mounting. The arrangement allows the Investi-

gation of the shielding effectiveness in the sideline plane as well as

the flyover plane and in-between C Fig. 2-5 3.

Os
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2.2.4 Signal Processing Instrumentation 2.3 Planar Shield Configurations

In a laboratory, determination of shielding effects of a barrier for 2.3.1 Introduction

noise reduction involves measurment of overall sound pressure level or

power spectral density, depending on the specific application. The An uninterrupted barrier Placed between the noise source and the

analysis eight be accomplished with either analog or digital equipment, observer will provide noise reduction in the geometric shudow. With this

or a combination of both. A gruel and Kjaer Heterodyne Analyzer and a in mind, imagine a jet exhaust, the principle source of aircraft noise,

Spectral Dynamics Digital Sip&al Processor (DSP 360) were utilized placed above some structure such as a wing or some shielding configa-

throughout the investigation. Both types of analyzer cover the fry- ration. It follows that an observer on the ground will be partially

quency range from near DIC to an upper limit of 150 kliz, which is well shielded from the noise sources. Jet noise shielding by these means is

abov th frqueny rngeof iterst.similar to the methods used for environumental noise control on the

ground. Here, the erection of a solid barrier blocks any direct tress-

The B & K Heterodyne Analyzer Type 2010 is a constant bandwidth narrow- mission between the noise source and recipient, The principal differ-

band frequency analyzer. It utilizes the swept analysis technique. This ences in the present investigation are the nature of the noise sources

instrument was axed in conjunction with a B & K level Recorder Type 2307, (i.e. connected field of random quadrupoles) and the relative dis-

which provides hard copies of frequency spectra on frequency calibrated position of sources, shield, and observer.

strip-chart paper.

Under conditions of close proximnity of the turbulent jet flow to the

The Spectral Dynamics DSP 360 is a two channel real time analyzer incor- shielding surface, the edge will interact with the dynamics of the un-

porating a small dedicated computer. It has a fast Fourier transform steady fluid flow; this will give rise to 'edge noise'. Edge noise

capability, and can perform spectral analysis, cross-correlation, and (Ref. 10 ) is the additional noise produced by an interference effect

other signal processing operations. This flexibility nmade possible when the separation between the jet boundary and the shield edge is

alternative methods of insertion loss measurement, some of which will be reduced below a certain mininmun. This and Other factors peculiar to jets

discussed later on in the appropriate sections. increase the complexity of the analysis as comared with that for a

mathematical point noise source at a finite distance from a screen.

t4
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2.3.2. Mechanism of Edge Noise

The mechanism of surface effects in flow noise has been discussed Using the above expression for the scattered monopole field, the fields

extensively in the literature (See, e.g., Ffowcs Williams, Ref. 10 due to quadrupoles can be found by suitable differentiation with respect

and Crighton, Ref. 11 ). An overview is given below, together with to source position (Ref. 13 ). Fs a quadrupole with both aues

further references, normal to the plate near the edge* (YY quadrupole), the scattered field

is given as

It is shown in Ref. 11 that if a source is placed closer than a l . 2L a2-31

wavelength to the edge of the plate, the scattered field can be found 
y

from incompressible flow arguments ( Ref. 12 ) ( i.e. solving

the Laplace equation that results on assuming the Laplacian operator Similarly, the scattered field for quadrupoles with one axis in a

( x. + ?- ) k in the original Helmholtz equation, plane normal to the plate edge and the other parallel to toe edge

subject to the rigid surface boundary condition on the plate)."(VY 3 quadrupole)

With the source at distance y normal to the axis (Fig. 8-e ) in the - p ( 2-4)

close vicinity of a half plane, for a monopole of radian frequency W- kc,

the field potential at a field point x takes the form (Ref. 11 . Eq.

7.15, P. 62). While for quadrupoles with both axis parallel to the plate edge

(Y3Y3 quadrupole)

2 i 2 2 -2u) 70i ~ ~2-Si
where 1P is the complement of the angle between and the 3 axis.

Since the direct field potential of a quadrupole is

In the absence of the half plane, the direct (incident) field at the observer o ,Y9~~~ ~ • Yl .' 2-6)1
takes the form

i *Ia'-? .A 
and from Eq. (2-2) 9 , (/k )V

iq- i x ( 2-2b) * Hereinafter the short phrase 'plate edge' will be used to sigity

the plane of the plate near the edge.

where k k coSo (component of the wave vector normal to the plate edge)

I.
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it follows that the ratio of diffracted sound to direct sound (no From a dimensional argument, one can show that the power output from unit

shield) for the differently oriented quadrupoles near an edge is: voluae of jet is proportional to U
3 5  

(M
5  

is characteristic of

(I) For the YY quadrupole quadrupoles, Ref. I4 ). Due to the presence of an edge near the flow.

, . the scattered field of a free quadrupole is amplified by the factor

p- (ky)
"312

. Since the wavelength of the emitted sound wave scales as

= A ) = X = c/f - c/(U/I) - M
1  

(2-10)

(i1 For the YY3 quadrupole where is the length scale of a typical eddy, the above similarity

9, , f l 
g ive s

of 2-)L-0- (ky)' 3 
_ (y/,k 3. (M J-ly)-3 (2-I1.. i = 1. -(i )-'(A )' - / -( 2-8)

for the ratio of diffracted power/unshielded power for a quadrupole. The

(iii) For the y3Y3 quadrupole 
corresponding sound power radiated from a jet near an edge will scale as

01;. (h . (k u -3 ( f/y) 3 .l2u( £/y)
3  (2-121

.. $ ' -.- L ~ "Therefore. the power output from unit volume near the edge is alified

yby a factor of

Since y is assumed to be less than a wavelength from the edge, there is b a fato of

no enhancment of the sound from the Y3 Y3 quadrupole, and the radiated 2-13

sound field of the YY3 quadrupole is weaker than that for the YY quadru- This indicates that for subsonic, unheated jets there is a larger

pole: the dominant contribution will come from the latter. The mplifi- increase in the edge noise generated as the Mach number of the jet

cation factor* is eual to (ky)'
312

; this result was first obtained by decreases.

Ffowcs Willims and Hall (Ref. 1O ).

The factor may be less than unity.
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2.3.3 Noise Characteristics of Jet Flow/Shield Surface Interaction

Effect

An alternative formulation of interaction noise is based on the

behaiou ofa pessre feldconectng astan ege.Theedg ma beThe presence of interaction noise due to shielding makes it necessary to

regarded as a pressure release region Where the impedance presented to ietf aiu ehnsswihifuneteaosi hedn hr

the turbulent pressure field abruptly changes from almost infinite (per-
fecty rfletin) t tht o th chractrisic alu oftheedim (c),acteristics. Therefore, eutensive experimental studies Cave been per-

fecty rfletin) t tht o th chractr~sic alu ofthemeda (c).formed to obtain quantitatiee information about the additional sound

As te ustedy resure iel covecs oer he pate th Asocitedfield generated along the edge. Far field measurements of a shielded jet

acoustic signals will tend to cancel, as the net force on the plate isshwtateeadionloucsfnietndo hac he pcrl

nearly zero. However, near the edge the cancellation is imperfect, and

regions of high/low pressure will tend to accelerate the fluid around thecopn tsblw he eafrq nyofheJt(i.27.Tiseut

edge. These unsteady forces give rise to an acoustic field similar to i ob xetd ic h deo h hedi ontemo h e

thatdueto disribtio ofdipoes Ref 14nozzle, Here the turbulent eddies exhibit lower characteristic frequen-

tha du toa dstrbuton f dpols (ef. 14cies than in the source region close to the nozzle. Thus low frequency

noise is observed. The peak intensity of the edge noise is found to have

Exploratory measurements during this investigation have shown that the aU cln a Fg .)frtevlct eedne seas q

edge-induced eatra noise increases as the shield is moved closer to the -1) hsrsl sbsd uo xeietlfnig t i

jetmor nerlysimuatig te hpothsizd stuaion. Som ofthealso consistent with prediction from theory of trailing edge noise ( Ref.
fundamental aspects and empirical prediction techniques for flow past16)

an edge have been discussed in some details by Hayden (Ref. 15 and 1

Groshe Ref 2 or sot ozzes.Spectra of the near field Pressure measured by a microphone placed near

the edge of the shield show a one to one correspondence between the near

field peak frequency and the frequency of maimum augmentation of the far

field spectra ( Fig. 2-ga ). The augmentation peak frequency is also a

function of microphone position( Fig. 2-9b ). This suggests that the

phenomenon of edge interaction noise is a local one; in other words,

interaction between the local near field acoustic pressure and the

shield surface. This leads support to the not uncomn notion that 'edge

noise' is generated by stationary dipoles at the shield trailing edge.

19
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2.3.4 Definition of the Cone of Threshold interference

Fig. 2- lob shows the measured threshold of interference cone (soli l Iine)

wanted to identify the boundary Of closest approach for negligible in relation to the jet. The jet boundary is imprecise: we show the a

edge noise without sacrificing appreciable shielding. To this end an 100 150. 200 'boundaries'. The truncated interference cone cuts across

interference probe was used (Fig. 7-10a ). with dimensions as shown in these: it has a virtual origin much further upstream of the nozzle.

the figure. The small width and thickness of the probe were chosen to

minimize both its own Shielding effect and the generation of strong

aeolian tones.

The far field spectrum Of the jet noise was monitored at 6. 900o as the

probe was moved in radially. The point of closest approach, or the

threshold of interference, is arbitrarily defined herein to be the

distance from the jet Centre l ine at which the peak of the spectrum shows

a(barely perceptible) rise of 1 dB. The results suggest that this limit

is essentially a truncated cone (Fig. 2-10b )

There is uncertainty in the above measurement of the boundary of closest

approach. The recent results of Fisher & Head ( Ref. 18 ). as well

as our own experience indicate. that the above boundary may be

optimistic: too close to the jet. Fluid mechanical effects for a shield

much larger than our probe may lead to generation of edge noise well

before the above boundary is reached. For instance. some of the flow

entrained by the jet would be incident on the shield. In addition the

jet will tend to be drawn towards the shield due to higher entrained flow

velocity in the confined region between the shield and the jet. This has

the effect of increasing the wetted width along the shield edge.

ml 22
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2.3.5 Seei-lnllte, Planar Shields If a barrier is moved or lengthened so that it penetrates the cone of

interference, then edge noise will increase the overall noise radiated

The simplest geometric configurations tested were rectangular shields. Significantly at the larger angles. rhis induced lw frequency noise

This cocet is basd on reflective Shielding. It involves essentially has, in effect, increased the overall noise level radiated above that of

redirecting a portion of the radiated acoustic energy in a particular an anshielded Jet at large angles (Q >5Qo) with respect to the jet as

direction. In this way, the shield can simulate the engine-over-wing (Fig. 2 - Ila). The direction of the maxmum intensity being normal to

confIgurations. Furthermore, it has the attraction of appearing aMen- the plane of the barrier, thus the shielding effectiveness suffers most

a~le to theoretical prediction Of the shielding attenuation. From the
in the deep shadow zone, Moreover, a planar semi-infinite shield

everienalpontofsle, heshels anbeeaslycostuced Tisestending just to the cone of interfer'ence Shows virtually no

simple shielding geometry also allows precision measurements to be
attenuation In the vertical plane. (Fig. 2 - jib).

carried out easily. In addition, large extensions can be added to the

shield so that it approximates a semi-infinite barrier in the anechoic

rom. This ts useful for deriving base-line data for diffraction

problems.

The relative position of the jet exhaust and the shield is important since

it determines the extent of the Shadow zone, as well as the intensity of

the noise generated by the jet flow/shield surface interaction. In order

to achieve significant shielding, the barrier must be lOng and close to

the jet boundary so as to increase the angle of diffraction I'r I

(Fig. 2-1 ). It is argued that a planar barrier Is most effective as a

jet noise suppressor at high frequencies. This is plausible, for higher

frequency radiation comes from the region close to the nozzle exit.

Furthermore, diffraction into a shadow zone decreases with increasing

frequency, for fixed geometry.

28 24
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the jet noise shielding obtained at high frequencies Is, as exctedo

'.3.6 Hyperbolic Cutouts accompanied by a low frequency noise aaentation over that of the un-

shielded spectrum (Fig. 2-12 ). On the other hand, if a cone of 150 is

According to some of the measurements on source strength distribution of used a considerable reduction in the edge noise is achieved at the

jets ( Ref. 19 ), it seems that any Shielding device should extend 15 to expense of a reduction in shielding effectiveness at high frequencies.

'0 jet diameters downstream of tee nozzle in orier to shield the bulk f The vertex of the hyperbolic cutout section for h - 1.5 D and a cone half

the noise sources. However, if the shield length is extended in the angle of 15
0 
is at about 12 0 upstream from the triling edge of the

downstream direction. then it alll ultimately intercept the cone of shield (fig. 2-10b ). From the gemetry. one can see that a large

threshold interference. This will cause significant edge n)ise, which portion of the jet sources is not shielded from the observer, It thus

could be avoided by setting the nozzle high enough above the shield. This appears that for a nozzle height of 1.5 0 above the shield, there is no

solution is not attractive on practical grounds due to Oeroynmic and suitable 'hyperbolic cutout' which can provide adequate shielding with

structural requirements. Alternatively. a hyperbolic cutout defined by reduced jet-surface interaction noise.

the intersection of the extended "'at plate shield anI the cone of

threshold interference should afford further noise reduction, at least However. considerable improvement was found by increasing the nozzle

in oblique planes, without a significant increase of the edge noise. The height ' to 3 0 where, by suitable choice of a , the maxima level of
cutout secio is tha whc woulde by witthin thoie zon )f a themaxiuleel o

cutouJt section is that thick would be within the zone 3 aeroacoostic the low frequency augnntation is less than the unshielded peak spectrum

interference with the Jet. level at most observer angles. Fig. ( 2-13 ) shows the shielding char-

acteristics for various cutout configurations at h - 3 D. It can be seen

A series of cutout configurations were exnined w'th the nol placed that a cutout section corresponding to 9 - 100 is slightly more
above at different heights Int. The halc angle of ' u ' , the le r

aboe a difernt eigts s Th nof agleof * hc ieeffective (inconsistent with the barrier theory) in the 1.5 to I0 k~z

closest approach, was varied from 
5 to 20 degrees in 5 degree intervels.

range than the corresponding Straight-edged shield with no cutout. This

behaviour appears to be associated with the edge interaction noise.

It is clear that some of those configurations will give rise tn edge Generally spaking, although the extra edge noise generated has a
noise, particularly if the shirid-jet sepurut on oni the i-toPt cone hit?(

dominant loo frequency noise spectru, nevertheless, the noise increase

Is sufficiently broadband to exert influence on the levels in the mid and
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high frequencies, but to a lesser extent. This can reduce the jet ioise decrease as the cutout cone half angle K is decreased or vice versa.

shielding benefit at the high frequencies. In this sense the ssielin] At large observation angles (b-g°0
0
), the :ross-over frequency appears

configurations should be sought for best nutial accommodation between to be invariant with Of (that is, with cutout size); this indicates that

two conflicting requirements: aerodynamic (ventilation) and acou;t," the noise from jet/surface interaction is well above the shielded nozzle

shielding (blockage). For this particular configuration (i.e. u( = 13n , .pectral levels in this transition region'.

the shield with a cutout section reduces the interference effect, sa

that this smaller shield is actually more effective. This net benefi- It Zan be seen that a cutout section corresponding to at 150 and

cial effect is less evident when the cutout area is large ( - 15'.70
)

o, h , 3 D is a good compromise between the favorable shielding and adverse

lue to reduced shielding effect, interference effects (Fig. 2-13b ). Here the maximum level of the low

frequency augmentation is less than or comparable to the unshielded peak

The low frequency levels in the 200 to 500 Hz range decrease apidly when spectra level at most observation angles S . Fig. 2-14 shows that

the apex of the hyperbolic cutout is moved in the upstream direction the 16 D plate with hyperbolic cutout provides more attenuation on an

(i.e. as X increases). This indicates that the augmentation in this overall sound level basis than a comparable rectangular shield with

portion of the spectrum is strongly associated with the trailing edge identical shield length at the vertex of the cutout (g D).

interaction, and hence depends on the shield proximity to the jet. In

the 'transition region' there is a balance between shielding and edge It may be argued that it would be more meaningful to comare the

noise. This occurs within the I to 2 kHz range for the cases examined. shielding of the same 160 plate with and without the cutout. For the

The frequency of the cross-over point where shielding becomes dominant latter configuration the edge noise generated by interference is seen to

increases with decreasing jet/shield separation (Fig. 2 - 13 ). This severely limit the effective shielding that can be obtained beyond DF

is due to increased interference effects as the shield is moved close, to 500 (Fig. 2-14 ).

the jet.

Strictly speaking, one cannot estimate the shielding effectiveness of a

cutout configuration on a Fresnel number basis since a portion of the

shield edge consists of a hyperbola. As a first ipproxirnitino ne woill

expect the frequency of the cross-over poit where shielding occurs ti
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2.4 Half Round Configurations

Z.J. Loalizd EtensonsThere is no doubt that direct overflights generate the most intense noise
2.3. Loalizd Etensonslevels. 4evertheless, sideline noise levels are quite high as well. In

Although the sources of noise in a jet are distributed over a considerable fact, it is standard practice to measure the maximum sideline noise level

length downstream from the nozzle, the cross sectional spread is at low gruzing incidence at a fined distance to the side of thy runway

rather limited in extent. It can be argued that the shielding effectiveness during aircraft takeoff. The ability of an aircraft to meet the noise

of a barrier is governed by the barrier performance nearest the source sadr nFdrlArRglto A 6 sdln eurmn

region (Ref. go ). Thus a more practical implementation of the (Fig. 2-16 ) is an important consideration in noise shielding.

hyperbolic cutout would be a localized extension ( Fig. 2-15 ). Such a

scheme can also include the possibility of a retractable design. This The planar configurations provide variable noise reduction at points

configuration is seen to provide virtually identical noise suppression below the shield. A more efficient sideline noise suppression is desir-

with a small shield area compared with the non-localized design able. Consider a planar wing shield with side fence in the ciiordwise

(Fig. -15).direction, it should provide sane reduction of sideline noise. In order

to provide sufficient shielding, the side fence should be as least as

high as the jet center line. A structure withi such a large area attached

to the wing undoubtedly imposes aerodynanic and structure problems. An

alternative is to useahalf cylinder whose axis is is collinear withnthe jet

axis, extending downstream from near the nozzle. Such shields are

referred to herein as sugar scoop' shields. The scoop shields

approximately the bottom half of the sources, when viewed at side line

elevations (i.e. small iv). Thus these shields can offer better shielding

to the sides than flat shields of limited span. For underwing engines,

the half round scoop shields can be used to block downward as well as

sideline radiution.

The effectiveness of a series of half round 'sugar scoop' shields of

diameters 5 D, 10 0, 15 D have been studied. The Shields were made from

3.0



galvanized steel sheets sf 0.43 mmn thickness rolled into a cylindrical Figure 2-19c shows the expected advantage of the half-round shields

shape. Variable shield length can be obtained by sliding a concentric over planar shields in attenuating sideline nsise. The planar shield

piece which estends the trailing edge (Fig. 2-17 ). shows no lateral attenuatisn whatsoever: ia fact, a Slight enhancement.

All tests were conducted with the shield axis csllinear with the jet For the 15 0 diameter shield, the jet is at sufficiently large distance
axis. Owisg ts the limited length to avoid running into the spreading frm the shield surface so that interaction between jet flow and shield

jet, the 5 0 diameter provides negligible shielding (Fig. 2-18 ). A surface is decreased considerably for fixed lengths. In spite of this,
contributing reason is the small lateral dimensions of this shield overall impnrovemlent is exceedingly small as compared with the Smaller
relative to the dominant wavelength of the radiated jet noise. Farther- diameter shields of equal length. This is due to the decrease of
nore, short shield lengths do not shield a sufficient portion of the effective barrier height as the shield moves away from the jet sources.
source region of the jet. The shielding capability of longer shield

length (above 8 0 in length) is nullified by interference edge noise at

large angles. The maximm Shield length of thin particular half round

configuration for negligible interference is about 7 0 ( Fig. 2-18).

This is consistent with the boundary of closest approach as determined by

using a narrow probe (cf. Fig. 2-10)

The 10 0 shield achieved a reduction of the peak broadband noise by at

least three decibels for moderate lengths (12 to 150D) (Fig. 2-19a ). In

the direction of peak jet noise ( 30 degrees ), no appreciable gain in

reduction can be achieved beyond 20 0 in length. Fig.( 2-19b ) indicates

that increases in shield length cause an increase in edge noise. Up to

shield length of 22 0. there is increased edge noise; thereafter a de-

crease is observed. Thus although the longer shields give a greater

broadband (or spectral average) attenuation, the lower frequencies are

enhanced.
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Ribner (Ref. 26 )and Miles (Ref. 27 ) were the first one to solve the

problem of a moving fluid medium with the correct boundary condition

2.5 Hybrid Configurations applied at the interface of the discontinuity. (Continuity of normal

velocity component is replaced by continuity of particle displacement.)

2.5.1 Introduction

Experimental studies of the impedance layer shielding phenomenon have

In principle, the problem with the noise generated by the interference been carried out by I.S.F. Jones (Ref. 28 ), Morun (Ref. 29 ), and Cowan

between jet flow/shield surface could be alleviated if the shield were and Crouch (Ref. 30 ). Of these studies, both Jones and Cowan and Crouch

replaced by a hot slit jet. This ignores the introduction of other noise used a heated sheet of gas ax the shielding layer. Jones used a sheet of

sources. The concept stems from the principle that an acoustic wave acetylene flame lying on an arc to shield a nubsonic jet, and obtained a

suffers reflection at a boundary of change of acoustic impedance, such as

a layer of hot gas which possesses a higher sound speed than the noise- m u attet about dowvr a broadhrange a frequeni a
30 degrees to the jet avis. Cowan and Crouch nude a vora entenslva

producing jet (Appendix A ). As a sound barrier, the hot gas can only

have a limited effective downstream length, for entrainment of colder experiment sudy ofate shien carar t thyn a pure
tone sound source locuted sufficiently far away to obtain quasi-plane

air progressively weakens the reflective/refractlve capability.
sound waves incident on the planar slit jet gaseous shield. Reasonable

Consider, however, a hot jet emanating from the trailing edge of a shield:

the combination would be effectively longer than either alone. The arem b the measur trans ss and ta cacauelfrom a theoretical model for plane waves (Sef. 31) was obtained.

trailing edge jet should faorm a reflective extension of the shield that
A high speed air jet was also used as a broadband and distributed noise

is free of Interference edge noise.
source to evaluate the effectiveness for practical application to jet

In the past, theoretical and experimental studies of reflection and noise problem. The results of Cowan and Crouch show an attenuation of 10

to 15 dB across the spectrum at 25 degrees to the jet axis. However, to
refraction of sound at an interface have been carried out. Of these, a

comprehensive treatment of the theory of transmission and reflection 
of achieve this the slit jet shield was enormously larger than the 

round jet

plane acoustic waves at an interface of layered media can found in it was shielding.

Brekhovskikh's book ( Ref. 22 ). Earlier works published in this area in

the 1940's and 1950's for relatively moving fluid layers were found to 
Norum used a low speed helium jet to create an impedance layer. Shield-

err in applying the incorrect boundary condition to the wave equation ing obtained for pure tones emitted by a point source were in 
the order

(Refs. Rudnick
23 

(1946), Keller
24 

(1955), Franken and Ingard
2
5 (1956)). of 12 dB for frequencies between 4 and 12 kHz. Thus, these earlier
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investigations suggest that substantial attenuations can be obtained 252 SgrSOPPu hra ae xeso
from a high sound-speed gas layer, albeit when the layer cross-section is

larg copard wth he jt cosssecionandwellremved Sujec toAlthough the gaseous layers appear to provide a conuiderable degree of
this limitation, the concept may have application for reducing jet transmission loss, if extensive enough, it has been pointed out herein

noise.that a cnbiation of a solid shield and a trailing hot gas layer eight

be more effecclne.Same relatinely crude experimental tests of this new

concept are reported below.

One of the hybrid configurations tested utilizes a thermal layer
ccombined with a half round sugar scoop shield. The composite shield is

Constructed by attaching a specially modified acetylene burner to the

trailing edge of a scoop shield. The burner is made of a 6 - inside

diameter copper tubing drilled with holes and bent into an arc to hag the

trailing edge of the SCOop shield. A 1.13 m3 capacity tenk supplies
acetylene to the burner. The acetylene is passed through a pressure

regulator and flexible tubing to a tee which is then connected with

additional tubing to the two ends of the burner t v means of 90 degree

elbows. Some difficulty was experienced in obtuiir~ a uniform sheet of

flame. Through trial and error, a final design shown in Fig. (2-20a) evolved.

It consists of forty fine holes, each hole is 1.4 mm in diameter and
adjacent holes are 6.4 -m apart. Although the overall flame sheet may he

varied in size, allowance for the adjustment of indinidaal flaesn has not

been made. The length of the laminous core of the flame in about 3.8 cm

without the jet on. The individual flames merge and gine the appearance

of an uninterrupted sheet which estends about 5 cm from the burner.
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For conical flames, lost (Ref. 32) develops a simple formula for the The noise spectrum was measured for the gaseous shield iflame) alone.

effective flame speed from geometrical considerations. Assuming the The flute noise is dominated by low frequencies. ( Fig. 2-21 ). At

velocity of combustion is normal to the cone (fl e surface) he obtains 150 Hz there is a spectrum level comparable to that of the unshielded jet

the flute speed as (Fig. 2-20b ) noise followed by a rapid decay at a rate of 16 dB/dec.

.Vn With this solid-gaseous combination, a 10 0 diameter shield of length 14 D
Vf =-

sin 0 with a burner attached to the trailing edge provides a total of 4 to 5 dO

where Vn is the normal velocity of combustion (1.35 m/sec for acetylene insertion loss for frequencies above I kiz ( Fig. 2.22 ). The visible

C2H2 in mixture with air) and 0 the cone half-angle. length to the tip of the flame is about 15.5 0. This is comparable with

or better than the attenuation provided at these higher frequencies by a

In the experimental set-up, the inner cone of the flame was estimated to 24 0 long shield without a flame. The price is extra 'combustion noise'

below 1 kilo.

be about 0.64 
cm.

Therefore 0 - tn
1 

(r/h) Further investigations were also carried out with a burner attached to

. tan-
1 (0.7/6.4) smaller diameter (5 0) shields of 7 0 and 10 0 in length. In this case,

the flame is closer to both the jet axis and the nozzle than with the

* 6.240 10 0 configuration just discussed. As expected, the jet/flme inter-

action noise increases when the flae is -moved closer to the jet

Thus, the speed of the hot gas close to the proximity of the burner can (Fig. 2-23 ). At the same time, the composite shield shows considerably

be estimated as: more improvement in shielding over the solid shield alone as compared

with the bigger (10 0) shield (Fig. 2-22 ). This is consistent with

Vf - Vn / sine expectation since the high frequency sources in the jet. i.e. those in a

. 1.35 / sin (6.240) zone near the nozzle -now lie closer to the hot shielding layer. A layer of

hot gas is more effective in blocking the short wave lengths. On the* 12.4 m/sec

average, a flame attached to the trailing edge of the 5 0 shields

provides an additional effective length equivalent to a 3 0 long

extension of the solid material alone for shielding at high frequencies.

38
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The effect of the hot gas layer is more evident as the Observation angle

§ is decreased (towards the peak intensity direction). At a particuilar gas layer shield alone. This is considerably higher than ealues measured

observation angle. the observer's direct line of sight that intersects in the present investigation for a hybrid shield: 'Sugar scoop- plus hot

the shield edge is now interposed by a layer of flame. The soand wanes gas layer. However, their thermal layers were relatively massive com-

(generated by the turbalent flow) that travel through the impedance Dared with the jet they were shielding, unrealistically so for practical

layer at small 9 to reach the observer are mostly from the high impleentation for real jets.

freguency source region (Fig. 2-24 ). Also, sound wanes incident on the

interface at a more grazing angle for small 9 ( 200 . 4Q
0 ) are more

likely to fall within the 'cut off' region of the layer in which an

exponentially deraying wave occurs within the shielding layer instead of

a propagating wave.

On the whole, these far-from-enhwustine model tests indicate that some

increase in noise reduction can be achieved with the composite shield.

The relatively small dimensions of the hot layer together with the

jet/flame interaction noise caused the attenuation to fall short of

expectation. Analysis of sound transmission through a layered medium

(Appendix A ) shows that the transmission loss increases with both sound

speed ratio, and more strongly with layer thickness. Thus, much higher

attenuation should be attainable by means of substantial increase in

mass flow. This could be accomplished, for examle. by Installing cascades

of burners. Hotter flames may be one other solutlon, but to be free of

Jet/flame interaction noise, it might be better to utiline preheated air.

As discussed, previous results in the literature (by Jones and

by Cowan and Crouch) have shown attenuation over a broed range of fre-

quencies of order 8 to 12 dB at Wg to the jmt ais; these referred to a
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3. SUMMARY OF SHIELDING EXPERIMENTS
2.5.3. Hyperbolic Cut-outs Plus Sugar Scoops

Another hybrid configuration examined was the combined planar and half A variety of shielding concepts has been examined in the laboratory

round shield. A hyperbolic cutout allows the barrier height to be (Fig. 3-I). Several factors appear to limit the effectiveness of the

shields. First, the finite size of the shield in conjunction with the

increased without unduly enhancing the edge 
noise. At the same time,

some of the source region remains exposed. This reduces the effective- extended length of the source region in a turbulent jet allows direct

sound radiation fron part of the region to be received at most observer
ness of the reflective barrier. Accordingly, a scoop shield was

instal;ed below the cutout area to shield the exposed region. This positions. Second, the decreasing frequency of noise sources with

provides an additional reduction over the simple planar configuration (distance downstream Of the motle, coupled with the fundarentac property

of barriers, permits significant noise reduction onit it rilerate an
;

Fig. 2-25 %. On the whole, however, a lighter 
scoop shield alone is seen

to provide the same oegree of ouweward shielding as this hybrid configur- io freuencies. Third, when the barrier is made s, - ently large to

approach the jet boundary -- as it must for significant shie
1
ing --

at ion.

intense low frequency 'edge noise' may mask the shielding effect. In

several cases a rise in the overall sound pressure level has been

observed.

Among the configurations tested, the half round 'sugar scoop' shield was

found to be the most cost effective, providing a good insertion loss in

the order of 4 dB for a minimum expenditire of barrier material. The

effectiveneso of the shielding can be enhanced by the use of a hot gas

layer; however careful attention must be paid to the problem of secondary

noise sources such as combustion noise and flame/flow interactions. In

our tests a longer scoop shield (L-24 D) provides comparable attenuation

at the high frequencies (and produced less spurious low frequency noise)

than the hybrid shield of visible length 15.5 0.
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Overall insertion loss obtained is in the order of 3 to 4 dB. depending 4. ESTZMATE OF SCALING EFFECTS

on the particular configuration. As the high frequencies suffer more

attenuation, the change in the perceived noise level will most certainly The noise data from the model jet must scaled up to a full size jet in

differ from the corresponding change in physical sound pressure level. order to give estimates of barrier performance at 'operational' fre-

Owing to the increased sensitivity of the ear at high frequencies, the quencies. Thus, scaling laws are required to convert the experimentally

subjective loudness of the received signal ought to decrease. This will measured insertion loss and frequency data of the model up to a full

be examined in some detail in the ground contour calculations scale system,

(Section 5

It is well known that to a first approximation the jet noise can be

scaled to jet velocity U and diameter D by a u
8 

D
2 

power law. Further.

It is characterized by a universal spectrum whose peak frequency 'V

occurs at a Strouhal nimber (S-fD/U) of the order of 0.3 . Based on

Fresnel number considerations, for a fixed source and observer

configuration the effectiveness of a barrier increases with the ratio of
a typical dimension L (-n. say) to the wavelength of the incident

sound, i . It is desirable to reduce the noise level at the peak

frequency (f - 0.3 U/0): this in turn determines the typical dimension

of the shielding configuration (nO/2. ). The parameter 0/;L is called

the Helmholtz number, H; it can be expressed in terms of S and Kach

number A I H - D/:k - IfI/I)(U/C) - SR ). The criterion for similarity

In Jet noise shielding is to match both the Helmholtz and the Strouhal

numner between model and full scale. In general, it is not possible to

match both, so we match H - 0/3, , which governs the insertion loss at a

given frequency. The resultant mismatch in S distorts the scaled model

scale spectrum frm the correct full-scale spectrum. This is handled by

the following argument.
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To test the validity of the above conclusion, the original 3/4, nozzle
For shielding at any frequency 'fP to be Invariant, the ratio 0/li is to

be held constant for the model ( m ) as well as the full scale configura- 
was considered to be the full scale jet. A 1/4 nrzle was constructed

and used as the 'mode)'. Flow speeds were varied from M = .3 to .9 so as
tion (j) (Fig. 4-1 ).

to provide a variety of Ux / U ratios,

0.1 A = 
0
m/' (4-1)

In principle, if the scaling law as stated was obeyed, then shielding

Since
should be invariant for both model and full scale at properly scaled

5 c /f
Strouhal numbers ( see Eq. 4-6 ). Thus, if the attenuation as measured

is plotted against this modified Strouhal number, the data should :ol-

where c - sound speed,
lapse Onto a single curve. However, it can be seen from Fig. 4 4-2

that the experimental data do not quite collapse on a single curve.
therefore Dj/ sj * fjD4/c4  and 

0
m/ 'm 

t

i fmOm/tm (4-2)

At first, the deviation was thought to be due to interference trailing

For th. case cj c Cm (4-3) edge noise arising from the shield being close to the jet, which modifies

the above reduces to the jet spectrum in addition to the shielding effect. Several tests were

f a fm 0a (4-4) then carried out with shields placed further away from the jet axis with

negligible interference with the jet flow. However, this does not re-

However, this requires that solve the dilemma (Fig. 4-3 ). After further investigation, it was

discovered that the jet spectrum of the small nozzle (1/4*) did not

fOj /Uj . fm(Om/Um)(Um/Ut (4-5) exhibit the expected Strouhal scaling. This is illustrated by the nor-

nalized dimenstionless Jet noise spectra (Fig. 4-4

requivalently. * S U. ,-|j (4-6) A factor that could contribute to the failure to collapse is as follows.

This implies that if at a certain model frequency fie, the shielding data The assumption that insertion loss in dB fdr model and full scale is the

yields an insertion loss of say A dl, then the full scale should same when 0/N is invariant underlies the analysis. This is Pased on the

experience the Identical .3 d8 at a different frequency fj defined by geometric similarity assumption that the location x of sources of wave

Eq.( 4-5 ).
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Eq.

S. GROUND CONTOU)RS (Noise "Fotprints")

length , along the jet axis scales with jet diameter 
0. But x/D is a

function of Strouhal number S - fD/U. Since S is not invariant by ( 4-5 )

or ( 4-6 ) unless Um - Uj, then x/oD is not invariant. This alteration of On average. 3 or 4 dB reduction of the overall noise level has been

x/D will have a more serious effect on diffraction for some shield length achieved. 3 dB represents a redistribution of about 50% of the incident

spacing geometries than others. Without further quantitative analysis, acoustic energy away from the microphone; on a linear scale, this is a

it is not known how this might relate to Figs. ( 4-2 ) and ( 4-3 1. considerable amount. However, the human ear does not respond linearly,

However, one can see that the small model data points do lie indeed quite but approximately as the one-third power of the intensity over a wide

close co the large nozzle curve for Um - U range (Ref. 65). Thus the loudness reduction is only about I - (.5) 1/3

or 20.6%: not very much. A I dB reduction in intensity (7.4% in

Another reason for the failure of the curves to collapse Is believed to loudness) is about the minimum variation detectable by the human ear.

be the altered Strouhal scaling of the 1/4" jet. This in turn is

believed to be related to the dependence upon Reynolds number (based on lo put this in perspective, a 10 dB change in noise level (10-fold in

jet diameter) where transition from laminar to turbulent flow takes intensity) is close to the hearing sensation of either two times or one-

place. It could be that, because of the low turbulence level in the air half the loudness, according to the 1/3 power law. The following table

supply, the boundary layer on the nozzle walls was laminar for the shows the subjective response to change in noise levels corresponding to

smaller diameter nozzle (1/4"). For larger nozzles, the Reynolds number perceived changes in loudness.

increases accordingly. It should be pointed out that sound from low

Reynolds number jet flows has been observed to behave differently from Change it Physical Subjective Effect (Change in Loudness)
Sound Levelr

noise radiated by jets at Reynolds number in excess of 1OOM00 (Ref. 33 ).1 dB Minimum detectible

3 dB Just perceptible

5 dB Clearly perceptible

10 dB Factor of two

15 dB Factor of three approximately

20 dB Factor of four
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Thus an aircraft noise reduction of only 3 dB is barely detectable. A 10 where Nm ROY value of the Most noisy bands

dB reduction is substantial. A 20 dO reduction is very substantial: and M 4 sumn of the nays values for all eight octave aiids (This

it corresponds to a hundred fold diminution in the acoustic intensity at equation reflects the miasking effect of the noisiest Sond ever the

the microphone. To achieve an aircraft noise reduction of this magnitude other,.)

by noise shielding alone is thought to be quite impracticable using N1T is then converted to a logarithmic measure of the perceived noise by

present technology, the relation

PIE d8 - 40 - 33.3 log ION

However, in assessing the effectiveness Of shielding, the non-uniform

frequency response of the hunan ear must be taken into account. It is There are several methods by which one can implement the PIE d8 calcu-

especially helpful if Components of the signal that are most annoying can lation procedure with a computer. The one described in Appendix S is

be suppressed. To this end, an appropriate qualifier used in aircraft taken from Ref. ( 35 ). The present algorithm was validated and was

noise assessment is the perceived noise level (PNlL), which provides a used to facilitate all such calculations.

measure of the ear's response. PNlL accounts for amplitude and frequency

with an associated decibel rating: the PR dB. Aircraft operations have the greatest impact on the Population daring

take-off and landing. It is evident that an observer near the path of

The PIE dB is a measure of the noisiness of a complex acoustic signal. the aircraft will be esposed to a higher sound pressure level. As the

The loudness of a noise is a function of frequency (Fig. 5-1 ); thus, aircraft moves along its flight path, so does the radiated sound pattern,

signals with equivalent overall sound pressure level may not be judged a portion of which intercepts the round. Thus footprints' of equal

equally loud or equally annoying. The total noisiness of a compound peak sound intensity can be defined. If a reduction of jet noi-- is

noise is calculated by assigning a level of perceived noisiness (ROYS) to realized, then the respective footprint areas will be reduced. The

each octave band from 63 Hz to 6000 Hz (Fig. 5-2 1. The total footprint will give a more complete picture of the effect of the shsield-

noisiness NT is calculated by using the relationship, lag devices.

NT RmN + 0.3 ( R -N m We will consider a single aircraft take-off. The maneouver is taken to

be an close to the real life situation as possible. A procedure have been

developed to compute the peak intensity level at points on the round.
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The computer results are used to estimate the effectiveness of the

addition of various shielding devices for aircraft noise reduction. geometric spreading (I '- 1/r2) and atmospheric absorption

(Ref. a8 ) of sound are also considered. However, the effects of

Contours of these footprints are calculated on a PM dB basis. The model sound propagation over the ground at shallow angles is ignored: this

data consist of frequency spectra of the basic and shielded jet noise provides additional absorption.

measured at discrete points aver a hemispherical surface (Fig. 2-5 ).

To calculate the perceived noise level, the Measured noise spectra are A computer program was deeloped to calculate the sound intensity at grid

analysed in octave bands. The noise radiated above the shield cannot be points on a ground plane. The rather conplex sequence of operations is

heard in the ccmunity, it is not considered here. The Model data have indicated sthemsatically in Figure 5-4 . The intensity at the grid

been scaled to simulate a single jet engine delivering a thrust of 11000 points is calculated as function of time for the given flight pats. The

Newtons (about 2600 lb). The full scale exhaust velocity and tenperature mnavimum level is then Selected to give the maximuan P d8 level at each

are taken equal to those of the model configuration (see lust paragraph grid point. Contours of constant PI d8 are then interpolated from the

on page 46 and Eq. 4-3). Furthermore, the frequency of the jet noise is maxima calculated at each grid point.

scaled by the inverse of the geometric scale factor (Eq. 4.4).

Comparative footprints with and without the various shielding devices

"The aircraft follows a flight path of 120 and climbs at a constant angle are shown in Fig ( 5-5 ). The rectangular shields are placed at a

and velocity. The flight path and the system of grid points on the shield-jet separation h/D 3, and the half round snield to be coaxial

ground plane where the noise level is calculated are shown in Fig. 5-3 . with the jet. In all cases, the shielding achieves a significant

We start with a spherical polar coordinate system attached to the reduction in footprint area. As a basis of conparrin. the 90 Ph d8

aircraft and later make two coordinate transformations to ground-fined contour was considered. The ratio of areas within the 90 Ph dB contour

coordinates of the ground grid points (i.e. radial separation and polar

angles) relative to the aircraft are calculated. The levels at points

I ntermediatecto the data 'Points' are estimated by means of a two

dimensiona c ubic splice interpolation schene. Other effects such as
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6. AM ENGINEERING SCHEME FOR JET NOISE SHIELDING PREDICTION

Shield Relative area within
90 PN dB contour 6.1 Introduction

None (Jet alone) 1.00

Rectangular Wing .63 Scaling laws describing the radiated sound field of a turbulent jet can

Localized Extension .57 be derived from the self preservation properties of the turbulence in the

Rectangular Wing with Cut-Out .46 mixing region (about 4.5 diameters long) and in the fully developed flow.

Localized Extension + Scoop Shield .40 The turbulent quantities are approximately self-similar in these

Scoop Shield (10 D diameter) .34 regions, changing only In scale. AS one proceeds in the downstream

direction along the jet axis, the jet velocity decreo es and the length

and time scales increase. Hence one would anticipate that high fre-

It can be seen from Fig. ( 5-5 ) that the general shape of the footprint quencies are preferentially generated near the nozzle and low fre-

has not been considerably altered; the scoop shield has, however, a signi- quencies further downstream. A turbulent jet can be considered as a

ficant influence on the width. This reflects the improvement in sideline broad band noise source, where narrow band spectra emitted from short

noise reduction in section 2.4. segments of a jet exhibit a characteristic peak frequency that is a

function of axial position. One car. ,'mplify the picture by letting a

It should be pointed out that the extent of the reduction of the enclosed given slice of jet emit a single characteristic frsauency.

area by a certain PN dB ground coutour as calculated, involved a

simplified ap,..oximation to simulate full scale flight. Complex and Based on the theoretical formalisms relating certain turbulence pro-

still controversial procedures allow inclusion of the effects of air- perties to the radiated sound, various analytical and experimenta

plane motion relative to a ground observer and forward flight effect on diagnostic techniques have been devised; they deduce effactive acoustic

the radiated noise field. The former will give rise to the familiar source strength per unit length as well as the approximate location of

Dopper shift, the latter not only alters the effective source strength the sound sources in the jet. These strength measurements are in essence

and directivity (Ref. 37 ) but also appears to have a measurable 3 means of link'ng the far field noise field with the flow turbulence

influence on the shielding effectiveness (Ref. 38 ). All this is beyond

the scope of the present investigation.
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that generates it. Major source location schemes have been proposed by determined by theory and experiment) as a function of oston and

determine (b thor and eanrdet asser aaprBun funtdo of (oRet.on0and
Grosche ( 59 ), and Fisher. larper-Bourne and Glegg ( Ref. 40 ). frequency. In order to synthesize the jet source shielding from the

shielding of point sources, the frequency and intensity distribution

In practice, solutions for the diffracted field are sought for along the 3Ct ais must be Siowii. ror a 9giv SOurce intenmsity d's-

relatively clearcut situations where the nature of the sources is well tributmon of a particular frequency, the attenuation due to snieloing

defined, usually a monopole source emitting a pure tone. Even if a can be subtracted from the unshielded level separately for each

reasonable estimate of the behaviour 
of the barrier can be made, one is

position. The total attenuation for a particular frequency can then h

still faced with the proble of adapting the information to a jet noise

added logarithmicallv. In this way, a 'shielded' Spectrum can be built
prediction scheme. The difficulty arises from the nature of the sources up (Appendix 0).

of jet noise, being a collection of 'correlation volumes' of random

instantaneous strength, radiating much like acoustic quadrupoles of There are several factors tat influence the accuracy of this 'first cut,

random orientation. It has been shown that the diffraction behaviour of prediction scheme. Howeer, reasonable predictions ar" possible if the

the higher order sources is expected to yield poorer shielding as com- principal features of flow noise generation and d ffraction are

pared with simple monopoles (Msf. 41 :. accounted for. Aircraft noise shielding involves both dii'.action by

the solid boundary of the shield as well as the effect of sou.i-flow

interaction, Such as refraction by the mean velocity gradient and

In the present investigation, the sources at different axial locations scattering by turbulencr in a flow field. To simplify matters, the

are treated as statistically independent radiators. This facilitates an sound-flow interaction effect will be considn',d separately: an enperi.

approximate prediction scheme for Jet noise shielding. It is assud ment was performed to assess whether or not the smilifying assumption

that It is reasonable to construct an effective far-field spectrum by that diffraction with no flow present is applicablI this will be dis-

sumning over all possible source positions and frequencies, while cussed later.

accounting for any insertion loss due to shielding. This is in effect an

engineering approach. The performance of such a scheme is examined As opposed to an omnidirectional source, the amplitude of the incident

below. wave front from a jet that is being diffracted by a shield edge is

different from the Corresponding unshielded level in a particular

The scheme is based on modelling the jet sources as a distribution of direction due to the assoiated nonuniform dlrectivity of the convected

point sources along a line (Jet axis). The shielding of point sources is jet noise pattern. This directional pattern peaks strongly at an oblique
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angle in the downstream directicn. At 900 the basic unshielded jet noise 5.2 Point Source Experiment

is dominated by high frequencies. When a shield is introduced, the

incident field in the neighborhood of, and thus diffracted by, the edge The experimental arrangement consists of the UT]1S point source Fig.

will be mainly the low frequency noise component in the peak noise 6.1) (originally developed for refraztion stjdies (R-f. 3)) placed it

direction. In this analysis, special consideration is given to the selected ststiovs along the jet axis. the driver if tie point jource is

directivity factor. enclosed in a cylindrical container designed to suppress dtray souni. The

Only acoustic path is a 0.33 cm inside diameter hypodermic tuing

Another important factor is the edge noise phenomenon, which is found to protruding from the unit (Fig. 6-2). The ratio of the tube diameter to

exert considerable influence in raising the shielded spectrum level, wavelengths (highest - 0.15 for 16 kHz) indicates that a nearly Opni-

especially in the low-and mid-frequency region. directional pattern is present for all frequencies 3f interest. The

symmetry of the Sound field produced by the point source was confirmed by

Exact theoretical solutions or, alternatively, chart solutions that com- sweeping a microphone in a circular arc in the horizontal plane of the jet

bine theoretical approximation with field experience on diffraction by axis. In the absence of flow the source radiates an omnidirectional sound

simple configurations (such as a point source and a semi-infinite field pattern as anticipated. The attenuation due to normal spherical

screen), are available in the literature. However, it is still desirable spreading from the source was also measured in the anechoic room. This

to measure the insertion loss of point sources experimentally in orde to attenuation shows good agreement with the inverse square law.

provide some experimental vertifications. Furthermore, the measured

point source shielding results can provide a basis for entailing and Reasurenents of the insertion loss of a rectangular shield placed at 3 0

adaptation of existing theory to deal with non-simple shield shapes. In from the Jet axis have been performed. The omnidirectional piont source

addition one can assess the effect of extra 'hidden' variables, these is driven by a broad band random noise generator. The insertion loss of

are especially important when the source of sound lies at a distance from the shield is determined by measuring the cross spectrum of the input to

the screen that is most typical for aeroacoustic applications. Thus the point source and the received microphone signal (Fig. 6-3).

experiments have been performed herein to determine the shielding of Interference effects of the sound field radiating from the two edges of

point sources as function of frequency and position along the jet axis. the finite shield can be inferred fron the 'hills and valleys, of tie

measured shieldingaf the point sound source (see Fi;. 5-6 or 7.L). T"e inter-

ference phenomenon is also confirmed by performing tme neasurement; via
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the technique of signal averaging (Fig. 6-4 ). Here a pulse train is

difference in the levels of the shielded and unshielded spectra, Thisused as input to the point source. The signal is phase averaged

method can be useful for evaluating the erformance of a barrier In noisy(successive repetitions of the received signal ore suamned) so that these

periodic signals add coherently, whilst Or any random backgound noise is 
interfering environments such as along roadways, where a relatively

averaged to a small value. This technique enhances the signal-to-noise 
Steady random background traffic noise is present. The phase aneraging

tends to average out the background noise.

ratios roughly proportional to the square 
root of the number of repeti-

tions N of the signal. This means a signal-to-noise improvement of
This pulse technique for Insertion loss measurement was applied herein

20 log /h =10 log N4.

to the measurement of the insertion loss of shields. It was found to

The phase averaged output signal indicates multiple transmission paths yield poor results. This was in part due to the sensitinity of the

discrete Fourier transform to small perturbations in a 'Single timeeoist (FIg. 6-5 ). The signals going around the two edges of the

record' (obtained by phase-averaging). In addition the sound pressureshield are identified on the basis of transit time, With the barrier
level of the pulse obtained from the point source was rather lo. This

inserted, the diffracted signal arrives at 
a later time than the direct

low signal strength Is an inherent weakness of the 'point source'

wave, and is greatly reduced in amplitude. 
The mismatch in wave shape of

the phase averaged signals supports the multiple transmission path idea. generator. Attempts at obtaining a stronger signal by overdrining tend

to cause failure of the horn driver.

A simple argument based on the path difference 
between the signal coming

from the two edges appears to account for the observed pattern
Before attempting to apply the reselts from cross Spectral maaurmnts,

(Fig. 6-6). The interference pattern is eliminated when one of the edges

of the shield is extended sufficiently to approximate a single-edged (using broadband noise input) to synthesize the let source Shielding

si-infinite plane. Insid an anechoic char this experimntal from the shielding of point sources, the insertion loss was also measured
semi-infiniteeplane. Insideean anech.ic chamberethis euperilmeiltal

arrangement is seen to be satisfactory for the condition of a semi- using other measurement techniques. This is asefal for cwarison Pur-

infinite screen in a free field. poses and provides cross checks.

In principle, the pulse technique used for identification of an inter-

ference effect can also be used to determine the Insertion loss of the

screen. The phase averaged pulse signal and its power spectrum can be

estimated directly by a fast Fourier transform computer. Hence the

transmission loss as a function of frequency can be determined from the
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The main alternate technique lcf. Fig. 6-3 ) was comparison of time In summary, several measuring techniques were explored to determine the

average power spectra with and without shield. First, a pure tone input insertion loss of a semni-Infinite half plane shield:

to the point source was used. Within the shadow zone of the barrier the

sound field was found to be characterized by a series of peaks and Signal Processing Scheme Signal

troughs: this indicates the presence of interference effects. This is a

consid~erable departure from the prediction of the theory of diffraction A. Time-average power (1) pure tone

by a half plane where a monotonic function is predicted (Fig. 6-7 ). In spectrum (Fig. 6-3

each case the calculated curve is arbitrarily shifted to envelop the B. Cross-spectrum (Fig. 6-3 ) (2) warble tone

measured curve. The irregular pattern is also found at microphone C. Phase-averaging + F.F.T. (3) 1/3 octave

positions close to the shield. (Fig. 6-4 )4 rabn random noise

A warbled tone input was used as an alternative. However, the bandwidth (5) pulse train

of the warbled tone input is still narrow enough for distinct inter- Techniques

ference fringes to he formed, although the amplitude of the structure is

reduced. A comparison with theoretical prediction is shown in () 2; () 4;C ()

(Fig. 6-8 )
Insertion loss measurments using signals such as pure tones or warbled

Finally, 1/3 octave band noise was used as an input, still comparing tns( 1 rA+() pert ufrfo nefrneefcs

time-average power spectra. Results from these runs are in good agree-Th pusd iga incm ntonw hsgal ve gng( +(5) s

ment with the data from cross spectral measurements, and also with theory ueu nietfcto fterlvn inlpts / caebn

(Fig. 6-9 ). A detailed discussion of these results in comparison withnossure(+(3)adcossptumesrmnswihadmnie

theoetial pedition ispreente insecton .5.input (S + (4)) appear to be the most suitable for insertion loss mea-

suremhents.
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The point source measurements discussed above were performed without jet 6.3 Synthesis of Jet Noise Shielding fraim the Shielding of Point sources

flow. One argument for this simplification is that sound refraction

effects within the jet manifest themselves in a small cone (the 'cone of To synthesize the jet noise shielding from the shielding of point

silence'). This cone half angle is about 20 degrees for a cold Jet. sources, the distribution of intensity and frequency of tee effective

This also corresponds roughly to the threshold of closest approach. Thus sound sources along the jet axis must be known or estimated. The data used

the diffraction should remain relatively unaffected by refraction herein was obtained from lrosche's measurements (Ref. 19 ); he used an

effects produced by the jet flow. Hopefully, scattering and 'line acoustic mirror-microphone to deduce the source strength distribution

broadilig' by turbulence will also be small. The validity of this notion along the jet centerline.

that jet flow has relatively small effect was tested in an experiment

descrbed blow.A universal curve of axial source intensity distribution for any given

frequency is shown in Fig.( 6-11 ). The peak normalioed source

The sound generated by the turbulent flow must travel through turbulence 
dsrbto stknt e(e.4

before reaching the microphone, especially at small angles to the Jet

axle where the sound generated must travel a long path (e.g. severalY

wave-lengths for frequencies > 8 kllz). Thus to assess the effects of Q(St I X. (6.3-1)

turbulence. small angles are preferred.
with X0 to (St)

To determine the overall effect of the acoustic/flow interaction, the =Xo(fD/u)

point source was placed in the jet flow field and the results were ad e bs fntrllgrtm

comared with the no flow case (cf. rig. 6-3 , with the octane filter

connected instead of band pass filter). Measurements (Fig. 6-10) show The location XI of the peak intensity -Q as function of Strouhal

that the turbulent flow does not have a major effect on the insertion number (foil) is shown in Fig. ( 6-12 )(Ref. 40 ). The values as

losschaactrisics etemind fom te n flw cse.indicated by the graph are very close to the ones given in Ref. (42

where Eq. (6.3-1) was obtained.
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The source strength distribution and the measured insertion loss data Wits the assumed source strength distribution (Eq. 6.3 - 1 )and the

are used to estimate the effective overall shieldine at each frenuency. measured insertion loss data, the effective overallI shielding of a jet is

As is shown in section ( 7.5 ). the point source measurement results are compated for three observer angles (400. 630', and 90') Fig. 6 - 13 ). in

in good agreement with those of the exact solution for diffraction by a all cases, the baseline data is the unshlided jet spectrum corespond-

semi-infinite plane. Hence, for frequencies of interest that lie even ing tog= 300. Twomethods were used co implement the engineeringuapproach.

outside the measurement range performed, the analytical solution for The results indicated by dots give the expected attenuation achieved by

insertion loss for those particular frequencies can be considered valid, applying the point source insertion loss to the extended source distri-

bution, Eq. ( 6.3 - I ). The total attenuation is calculated by staning the

Since the jet noise is not radiated equally in all directions, the source contributions in small steps along the jet axis (C-f. Appenuix D).

incident sound intensity appropriate to the direction at which it leaves the The squares give the results conputed by using the same point source

source before diffraction by the edge must be determined first. Fran the data (fitted well by later Eq. ( 7.3 - 4 )) with the extended line source

geometry of shielding configurations tested experimentally, the effect- distribution shrank, at each frequency, to a point; this point is located

ice incident angle of the waves diffracted past a shield edge varies from according to Fig. 6-12. Surprisingly, the muhic more approximate

10to 350 from the jet axis, depending on the shield length. However, simplistic appiroach (squares), appears to agree much better with the

spectral measurement at angles less then 250 cannot be performed, since measurements than the 'rigorous' approach (dots).

this region is well within the jet flow field. Thus, the basic jet noise

spectrun at 300 (i.e. referred to as the effective emission angle BI S'Of

the jet sources before diffraction), is used as the baseline data for

camputing the expected jet noise attenuation. This assumption is also

justified by the fact that the far field spectrum levels at 8 - 300 are

larger than those found at angles away from thin peak direction. In

addition the peak frequency at 300 is also lower, which contributes more

to the diffracted field. The above consideration points out another

effect due to the directivity of the jet noise: the shielded spectrum

will show an apparent low frequency augmentation in addition to the edge

interference noise if the observer is at a position such that 0 oge
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6.4 Extraction of Edge Effect illustrated in Fig.( 6-14 ) by which identical attenuation can be

realized. Here both the source and receiver position are fixed.

An attempt is made here to quantify the extent of influence of edge therefore kR is held constant. To maintain the Fresnel number, it is

interference noise to the shielded jet noise spectrum. As explained in required that 'c+d' be kept constant (Fig. 6-?' ). One can easily see

previous sections, this additional edge-induced noise can be attributed that the plane curve traced oat by the tip of the barrier must lie on an

to a distribution of acoustics dipoles along the trailing edge of the ellipse with the nozzle and the microphone at the foci. However, a

shield. For a given flow velocity, the edge noise depends on the dis- barrier edge which extends to any point along the ellipse will not result
tance between the jet axis ied the shield. It has shown experimentally in identical shielding as 6o and S will vary. But B0 and e are inter-

that this additional sound weakens as the shield-jet separation is changeable according to mirror mage reciprocity. Thus a total equival-

increased. ence of geometry A and 8 (Fig. 6-14 ) is possible as far as point source

shielding Is concerned.

Due to the dipole characteristic of the edge noise, the angular dis-

tribution of the sound field of the edge noise has a pattern with zero The validity of the above was examined with a point source. Thin was

intensity in the direction of the jet axis, and maximum at 90. In this carried out with the point surce placed at B El fron the edge and a
investigatl'on, an evaluation of the interference noise was made st an separation of 12 D from the shield (i.e. a-12 0) for both geometry A andangle of gO

0 
with respect to the jet axis. At this angle, the edge-

B (Fig. 6-14 ). Results show no difference in the measured attenuation in
induced interference noise should be strongest. both cases.

The amount of shielding obtained by placing a barrier between thet Based on the above reasoning, one can argue that For certain shielding

observer and the source depends on frequency and the respective
configurations if the Jet-shield separation is increased while the four

positions of the source, receiver, and shield. Furthernoreit is pointed parinters are kept constant with respect to the nozzle and the micro-
out in section 7..51 that the exact solution for diffraction by a half

phone, one should realize a sixl er Insertion loss with considerable
plane depends on four parameters, namely the Fresnel number N, distance reduction C or complete elimination I of the edge noise. An approximate

from source to receiver kR, angle of source ray to edge 00o, and the scheme for extracting the edge noise is to place the barrier near the
diffraction angle 0-9o (Fig. 7-2 ). Thus Identical shielding can be microphone at a distance Identical to the original nozzle-shield sepa-
achieved for certain differing shielding geometries if these four par-

ration. The additional edge noise introduced when the shield is placedameters are Idetical. A possible shilelding configuration ix
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close to the flow (geometry A) can be quantified in term of %5dB by Fron the above considerations, one notes that the present two-shield-

subtracting the corresponding measurfments made with the shield far position scheme yields error at both low and high frequency. The spatial

awayfro th flw (eomtry8).The iffrene soul beexpcte todistribution of the noise source yields error at low frequency, and the
yield a somewhat quantitative description of the jet-shield interactiondietvyfaor ilserrathg feqnc. Iapastato

noise. part of the -edge noise' curve so deduced is free of error. However, it

is quite clear from our experimental result (see for example, Fig.m-7)
There are two main sources of error associated with the 'two shield-tht heierrnco ede osefct sdmnat ttepit
position' scheme. First, the jet sources are not all located at the weetesile pcrmcossaoeteusile ai e

nozzle exit, but are extended along the jet axis ( at least out to 15 - 20spcrm Fo an cnfgatnwhesu iintdenieisnr-

0 ). Thus the lower frequency sources further downstream have larger duced, such as the case when the shield Penetrates the cone of threshold

Fresnel number N (greater attenuation) for geometry B than geonetry A.inefrcth ede oseagnainis raer hn15 Bfr

Thisimpiestha pat ofthediferece owe spetru &d A- atlowfrequencies below 700 Hz. Thus it is anticipated that the inherent error
frequency is not edge noise, but is due to lower contribution of low o h ceemyhv ml feti h rqec ag fitrs

frequency jet noise to the shielded spectrum for geometry B. This effect(ie frqnc sthtlsblo tecosvrpit)w re he dg
tends to exaggerate apparent low frequency edge noise. Another source of niei otsgiiat o hsrao tmyb osbet xrc

error is attributable to the pronounced directinity of the jet noisethedeniesm-uttavly

pattern. Thus, the incident wane front that is diffracted by the shield

is different for the two geometries considered. The two-shield-position Figure e-15 is a plot of the difference in spectrum level corresponding

scheme assumes, on the other hand, that the sources are omnidirectional t h ae hntejtsil n hedmcohn eaain r

(monopoles). As the jet-shield separation increses, the effectiveidnia.Pstv dvlusnicedretrbtdtonagmtd

emission angle corresponding to the wavefront being diffracted by the setu ee u oeg os. A h e-hedsprto

shield also increases, hence the proportion of the high frequency noiseinraeteugnaio lvldcesscnieaby Ataepa-

contributing to the far field spectre increases. This leads to a ino ie ffg4-4) h umne ee srdcdt

spurious high frequency contribution to the resultant 'difference' curve angiil mut i.B1C) h paetrsdeecs ee

for ege nise.existing at the high freqp cy end is, spurious; it is attributable
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7. ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL STUDY OF DIFFRACTION By ARBITRARY BARRIERS
primarily to the associated directivity of the jet noise pattern. This

excess level indicated by the a dB curve at the high frequency end 7.1 Classical Diffraction Theory

increases as the jet-shield 
separation increases.

Analytical solutions for the total sound field due to a collection of
It is possible to use the extracted edge noise spectrum ( Fig.e8-sO ) to

sound sources opposed by shielding configurations are discussed belo.

quantify the extent of influence of the edge interference 
noise. In other

words, to predict the augmentation level. One can first estimate the
Tediffraction of waves around obstacles is traditionally on of the

shielding attainable for a particular 
frequency component from its most

more challenging analytical problems in classical physics. Even today
probable source locution ( Fig. eI-5a) and the corresponding Fresnel

exact solutions for bodies other than the simple getrc shapes

number. Here, the baseline data is the unshielded 
jet spectrum at & -

300. The difference spectrum (Fig. e-1x), which reflects the mount of (spheres.cylinders, etc) are yet to be found. Thus many practical

augmentation, can then be added to the shielded level as estimated from problms are treated with approximate methods. The diffraction problem

arose in the discipline of optics. Since then applications have extended

above to give the resulant 
level that combines shielding 

and inter-
to areas such as electromagmetic wave propagation and acoustics. The

ference effects. For example, the expected attenuation at 
about 1 kHz is

following discussion centers on aspects central to several diffraction

11 dB. At this frequency, the 
expected augmentation level due 

to inter-

theories permitting solutions to seeo of the body shapes studied

ference (Fig.e-se) is about 15 dB. Hence the total effect corresponds

to an increase of 4 dB above the shielded level. This agrees reasonably 
experimentally.

well with the shielded spectrum measured at 90 degree (Fig. e-xe ).
Diffraction theory deals mainly with perturbations In the shadow region

of an obstacle that has blocked portions of the advancing wavefront. The

perturbations can be regarded as an interference between the incident

wave field, treated as though the obstacle were absent, and a 'scattered,

wave field due to the obstacle. The precise nature of the diffractmd

field Is governed by the reaction of the physical boundaries. A little
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thought will show that the reaction at each point on the surface will with herein, z = 00. The radiation condition ensures the

influence all the other points on the surface, It is this feature which
solution consists solely of outgoing waves.

leads to many difficulties, both analytical as well as numerical.

Let V be the volume between arbitrary surfaces S and Sz (Fig.7-Ia). The
The relatively few known analytical solutions arise fron tractable

general solution to the field function gk at the field point R is given as
boundary conditions as would be imposed by rigid bodies such as half

(Ref. 44 ).

planes, discs, spheres, circular cylinders, and wedges (Ref. 43 ). For

these geometries the solution of the scalar wave equation is solved via '(Co )= ffyr j -A1 -

the method of separation of variables. Thus the scattered field is

expressed in terms of eigenfunctions. These idealized problems are I-. 
2- - ' Lff{j Jt lk 

- -
I L.._... "- ,5

often used in development and testing of numerical solution describing

(7 z-2)
sound diffraction fron complex shapes.

where 3/a, denotes differentiation in tse dlirection of tne outwari

The classical theory of the diffraction of sound builds on the nornal to the surface S and [] denotes the retarded time t- 1R- oI /" .

inhbmogeneous wave equation Tlis result is the well Known Kirchhoff integral. The volume integral

represents contribution due to sources within tni volume V. Thu surfac.e

V k j__ ny - (.-i integral accounts for all disturbances due to sources ojts'le V -nter Iq
the surfaces S. (e.g., those within Vo).

where g(R,t) represents a spatial distribution of sound sources. The
It is usually desirable to eypress an arbitrary time function t (I,t) in

wave function @ can be either acoustic pressure 'p or velocity
terms of its Fourier frequency components. By doing this, one can

potential ' ' The wave equation goeerns the incident and diffracted
simplify the problem greatly by considering each frequency comonent

sound fields, subject to certain boundary conditions, as well as the
separately; the results may then be summed (integrated) to give the

radiation condition. The boundary conditions specify normal acoustic
complete solution for *(R,t). This amounts to assJaning a harmonic time

impedance z of the barrier (the generally complex ratio of the pressure
dependence e 

t , 
fro m which the velocity potential * may be written as a

to the normal acoustic velocity); for the perfect reflectors dealt
product of a space factor and a hanmonic time factor

= 0 tui t (7.1-3)
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On specializing P the form 4, of ( 7.1-3 ), the wave equation (7.1-1 )for and dl,?" denotes differentiation along the outward normal to thea source free region (g-0) reduces to an equation for 0 surface S at point q (Fig. 7-]a ). The above equation is the Helmholtz

integral.

V 2 
0 + 0 I )Usually the surface S2 is arbitrary; thus one can treat it as a mathemat-

ical surface which is displaced to infinity. The corresponding surface

where k
2 

-
2
/c

2
. This is the well-known Helmholtz equation. Equation integral represents contributions from inward-travelling waves due towher k 2 / 2.Thisis he wll-now Helholz eqatin. Euaton ources at infinity. One imposes the Sommerfeld radiation condition to( 7.1-2 ), when specialized to harmonic time dependence, is sometimes sure at tfi e pos s t oi m ael y atinfnityo th

referred to as the Helmholtz integral (not to be confused with Helmholtz ensure that the field consists Of outgoing wave only at infinity; thistakes the form
equation ( 7.1-4 )). This integral provides a method for solving t the f <
harmonic field problems where the source function and a prescribed set of
boundary conditions are known. In diffraction Problems the Helmholtz -0
integral states that if some physical property of a sound field such as It can be Shown that when 7.1-e) is satisfied the contribution to thethe nelocity potential satisfies the Helholtz equation in a region V, integral over S2 will tend to zero as the surface is displaced toexcept possibly at the sources, then the potential at a point P can be i

infinity. An additional support of tl e above criterion is that if theexpressed in terms of an integral evaluated over a closed surface S thateithr srrouds r exluds te fild ointP (ig. .1 , bsurface integral over S 2 is not zero. the field Potential at any point
either surrounds or eucludes the field point P (Fig. 7.1 a, b ). wti sntuiul eemndb h onayvleoe hwithin V is not uniquely determined by the boundary value over the

surface S alone (Fig.'7.13).
With the specified harmonic time dependence introduced into ( 7.1-2 ), it
takes the form 

From a mathematical point of view the first term of Eq.t7.1-b) is the

c@tp) = 'Ap) 4Jfi/P(?) . 'p) _ C#(' particular integral of the inhomogeneous wave equation due to the direct9( Geffect at P of the sources within V. The second term (where!ff 2 0)S (7.-) represents the effect of the acoustic disturbances from simple
where G(P.q) Is the free space Greens function 

source/or whatever - originating within Vo. If V, contains an Obstacle

-ik Ii-il
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- nothing else - these disturbances wi l be those scattered or diffracted as that of the original bouedary value proplem. This method of solution
from the obstacle. In the practical application the surface S is made to is generally known as the integral equation nethd (efs. 45-48), for

shrink down until it coincides with the surface of the obstacle. Obvious reasons.

Equation 7.i-5 is the basis for diffraction calcaltions. This formula The usual procedure to obtain the required integral equation is by plac-

is enact and the acoustic potential at any point in the appropriate ing the field point P(R) on the diffracting surface S. On taking the

region as specified by the formula can be determined if both 0 and lnit us p, where p is a point on the surface, one finds the resulting

a#/?cn are known at every point on the boundary. These values are integral equation for the unknown surface potential to be; (Aoendiv i

not known unless we have already solved the problem. For applications to

obstacles only the nortal derivative is usually known directly from the f -- f,.
boundary condition (for a rigid surface o4/6M -0). Therefore. the -'P # P) + )fl-(- CI2A-) - 6(e 7 ) 21(f)_d 51
value of the potential on the boundary surface S must be determined. In

effect, this requires the solution to an integral equation (see later).

usually, #i is taken to refer to a single point source, not a volume where a/-an denotes differentiation in the direction of the outward
integral. Alternatively, It refers to a plane wane field.

normal to the surface S and p, q denote variable points on the surface.

The solatlonl to tne integral equation (solved either analyrtically or
An alternative integral equation that holds for the normal derivative of

numerlcally) gives the required distribution of normal velocity, */,'? the field potential is ( Refs. 47,4g

or, alternatively, #. induced on the surface. Although diffraction of an

incoming wave by obstacle is a boundary value problm, the above forml- ,, (7 ) - #(y; ?G 1..,j S

ation determines an equivalent monopole and/or dipole layer on the sr- 2" fro? n17(py a25 1
face of the diffracting object such that the external field is the sine

(?7.1-hi
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Eqs.(7.1 - 7) and (7.1 - 8) are integral equations for the limiting value

of the total wave field potential and its normal derivative as the field 7.2 Exact Solution for the Semi-Infinite Barrier

point P approaches a point p on the surface along the external normal of

S directed into V (i.e. with respect to the internal normal for the Analytical Solutions for the diffraction of a plane acoustic wave by an

region V) (Fig. 7 - 1ia). Eq.(7.1 - 7) is the Fredholm integral equation idealized semi-infinite wedge or straight-edge have been obtained by A.

of the second kind for the Dirichlet problem elp) specified) while Sommerfeld (1896) ( Refs. 13,50 ) I They have served as a foundation

Eq.(7.1 - 8) applies for the Neumann problem ( 2(p)/,) specified). for great many diffraction studies. H.S. Carslaw (Ref. 39) obtained an

The integral formulations of boundary value problems have the attraction integral representation of the diffracted field by a thin half plane for

of reducing the dimensionality by one, and in principle these equations a spherical Incidental wave from a point source with " estriction on

could be solved numerically by quadrature, given sufficient computer source location. Tnis exact solution will be discussed here in order to
time and memory. This Is just one of the alternate approaches to determn the validity of sone :Pproeleate mtethods lewojd later herein

diffraction problems, for prediction of shielding of Jet sources by certain finite barrier

configurations.

Some closed form solutions are available for special cases obtained in

different fashions. One of these is diffraction around a semi-infinite Let 0 be the total velocity potential of the acoustic mave at any point

barrier, which approximates situations of practical interest. This in the sound field; it must satisfy the elmholtz equation and the rigid

particular case Is presented in the section below, boundary condition 30/c)7.O On the Shield surface, the eapression for
the total Velocity potential in the Sound fiela due to a point source at
(ro.9oz 0 ) (fig. 7 - 0 ) is given in terms Of cont~ibutons frd a raa

source and a image source as ( Refs, 43,l

96 .V(66 -t U(-o.I 'aa
Potential Oa Potential 4W
to real source to image source

This combination of source and Image fields, wen suitably chosen,

serves to cancel c)#I, on the Plate, hile allwting 4 eSd be7~to he

continuous beyond the plate ede.
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The scattered potential o, is given as (Ref. 5I

The potential associated with each source in Eq. 7.2-1 is composed of a e tJ ")
direct Potential **. (due to an unshielded point source) and a scattered -f k ( .

potential** 0, (due to the shield). namely,

where m =../k(R -RI , T,± for cos(Ie - t/2) 0. This choice resultsU (.) = € .). + q (9.) (7.2-2o)
from the requirement that the combined potential . - # for both

source and image should satisfy 3#/ar -0 on the barrier. with

continuity beyond the edge.

The rigorous solution for the potential (Ref. 51) is given in terms of Using Eqs. (7.2-4) and (7.2-5), and noting that the argument of H' is an

cylindrical coordinates (r, 9, z) whose z axis coincides with the plateedge even function of r . the two potentials is combined to give:

(fig. 7-2). In what follows a harmonic time factor e-
" t 

is to be

understood, but not written out. Hence the unshielded point source LR'OO - ) ( )

potential is 
0
i - eikR/R. An appropriate representation of this incidest f H '[r.o R] (7.2-61

wave potential is in terms of Hankel functions of the first kind (Refs. j __ _r_ _kR__

.. 47- 2kR51 2 , ) as: Similarly an expression can be obtained for U(-t) with R replaced by R,

7.- i(Hence the total velocity potential due to diffraction is given by

95. fk IIII- ,R '[0 .€- Ik .
" '[ k ] dl + ,i (.. .. l

An alternate formulation will later be more convenient: the substitution .kf H, r'4 kR] -+k2" 7
-M 4  'nRr ~ -- kt

cosh J -t"/kR + 1

m=-+ k(R1-R ; FOR COS (0-e.)12 > 0 ".iUHT ZONE

1) *" ) SAD)a ZONEleads to ,= ik Ht AX 4Z (7.2-41 m'=±F (
-- ;k (R FOR COS (e+. )12 Z0

R = rv
2 

. r0 2 (z zo)2 -2rro(C. 0o) 1 h

R' I r
2 

. r0
2  

(z Zo)
2 

_ 2rrcos(O lI)

The 'scattered' field includes the 'diffracted' field (as commonly
defined) plus 'shadow-forming' fields; see later. R I(r r0 )

2 
.(z -zo)

2  
= R

2 
• OrroCOu

2
( . 0)1 2  h
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If the argument of Hil) is large enough, i.e.?'nhR - kR1 X.I, the Hankel

.- -" functi oq

The integration limit f rather than in (7.2-6) represent a partia H('IkR) J(kR) + J NI(kR )

cancellation between * and #, . This serves to block out the source 1
diminishes in magnitude with increasing hR1 (i.e. -kR? ). The as~emptotic

and image fields in their respective shadow zones . It is common to (
espansion Of the flankel function H()frlre i

refer to the remainder after cancellation as the 'diffracted' 
field.

With this reinterpretation the waves in regions 1.11,(, of figure 111r 1' r

7.2b ) are as follows: region I: direct (incident), reflected and .t / - .a

diffracted waves; region IT: direct and diffracted waves; region II: Taking only the first term,

diffracted waves only.

t ,n /6 ) - - e i7.2-8i
Returning to the resultant potential, Eq.(7.2-7), one can see that the LfXJ
lower limit of integration 'M' is determined by the shortest diffracted

Substitution for the Hankel function in Et.(.8-6) by the expression inpath over the edge (this is in the form of V- -R) - /Fresnel number N ).(.- n nertn eefreapeRf 3)gvsatq.(7.2-s ) and integrating ( see for exople Ref. a3 ) giees an

The integral may he regarded as consisting of a superposition of approximate etpression for the shield potential. It is decomposed into a

diffracted waves over all ray-paths over the edge, starting with this
geometrical field 1. and a diffracted field 0,S as ( Ref.54 ):

ninintan length path.

9= (; + w(7.2-9)where

A conclusion applicable to the general case can be drawn from the limits whkere kR'+ 9 (it-8,-e)
of integration in Eq.(7.2-'7): namely, as the Fresnel number N (see above) r (7+ &.- 9.) )a

increases, the total diffracted potential decreases re the free field

value. Hence one would expected higher attenuation as the shadow angle 0 < 0

and
increases.

See earlier footnote re "shadow forming" fields. S 7 . e F
84J
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7.3 Approximate 4etnods

The above account illustrates tiat a considerable effort is required, if

where Si > an enact solution to a diffraction oroble_ is to tie found. It is an accept-
s ed rule that closed form solutions z ther tian pure symtolic ones) are

restricted to certain basic geometries and boundary conditions. For

and  F (.) PFr$est Znteyu arbitrary configurations, numerical solutions are a possibility. Tnese,

f 4 = /t however, are not always very cost-effective. An alternate approach

would be via an asymptotic theory of diffraction: that is, a theory which

retains much of the underlying physics, but discards certain features so

In the later sections, numerical evaluations of both Eqs.( 7.2-7) and as to make the solution more tractable. The Kirchhoff theory of dif-

(7.9-9) for the semi-infinite shield will be adapted in various ways so fraction is such a theory. It is an application of Helmholtz's formu-

as to approximate the sound attenuation due to finite shielding lation of Huygen's principle for monochromatic scalar waves. Tie theory

configurations, requires a certain representative function of a sound field such as the

velocity potential or pressure to nave a harmonic time dependence.

The Kirchhoff theory of diffraction involves making reasonable assumpt-

ions about the unknown quantities 0 and 9/211 on the surfaces of

integration. These enable the integral to be evaluated directly. The

approximation assumes that the actual field on the side of the surface

that is visible from te source is to be replaced by the incident field,

and by zero or the shadowed side. This neglects the effect of

diffraction over the obstacle and ignores any mutual interaction between

points on the opposIt2 sides, as if the bright side of the diffracting

surface is perfectly absorbent. Thus tie assumption is

.46 46..
45- 9; " on bright side

73-I.
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In this way, the Kirchhoff formula can be written as ( c.f. Fig. 7-la

_411-11 9A. _41#.1
I e basis for development of appronimate theories. For laminar obstacles.

+ff Oi ;i 3 d15

I JUC? Z/jd (7.3-2) it can be cast into a particularly simple formalism due to ubinowicz.

where )OIL denotes differentiation along the inward normal to S. The This will be used later herein.

assumnption that the front surf ace of the diffracting plume is perfectly

absorbent is equivalent to neglecting the diffraction effect due to an An alternative method for deriving approximnute solutions of diffraction

image source; whereas the enact Solution for a semi-infinite straight- problems is based on geometrical acoustics. Although simple ray theory

edge (Eq. 7.2-7) does account for this effect. Further consideration does not eoplain diffraction phenomena, J1.8. Keller has proposed an

shows that the boundary conditions given in Eq. (7.3-1) make #$ and extension of geometrical optics which accounts for diffraction

;0/;9g discontinuous as one goes around the edge from the bright zone (Ref. 57 ). The initial strength of the diffracted ray leaving the edge

into the shadow zone. Physically these quantities should be Continuous, is determined by multiplying the field of the incident rays by an appro-

hence this demotes a further shortcoming, priate diffraction coefficient. The diffraction coefficients are deter-

mined by the local geometrical and physical properties in the inmnediate

Comparisons with enact theory have Shown that this scheme works best if neighorhood at the point of diffraction, such as the direction of incid-

too wavelengco is very small is comparison wits the typical dimensions of ence and diffraction, the wavelength, and the geometrical and physical

the object, as encountered in optics. In contrast most physical objects properties of the media. The edge diffracted rays are also found to obey

encountered in acoustics are not small compared with wavelength, thus a certain law of edge diffraction, relating a cone of a diffracted rays

Ktirchhoff's method mast be applied with somle caution if it is to provide to the angle the incident ray makes to the edge at the point of diffrac-

a useful comparison base for rigorous diffraction analysis. Fig.( 7.3 ) tion. Keller shows that this approximate solution for diffraction is the

shows a comparison between the enact and Kirchhoff solution. It is asynptotic expansion of the enact solution for Fresnel numbers that are

evident that considerable discrepancy exists for all observer points large compared with unity. Keller's geometric optic approach is,

within the shadow zone, the error increasing us one goes deeper into the however, not very useful in the present content: the usual values of the

shadow. This is indeed the trend shown by Pierce in Ref.) 56 ), where Fenlnmesecutrdi cutc r uhsalrta h

the Kirchhoff approximation is justified analytically to be valid only values attained in optics, the discipline from which the theory has

if the receiver is located at Or near the 'diffraction boundary layer, acquired moat of its euperimental confirmation.

i.e. region where Fresnel number N -0. This approximation is

expected to be increasingly lens valid the farther the observer is For simple shapes, there are numerous engineering prediction schemes

from the edge of the shadow zone. Although the Ktirchhoff theory bated upon asymptotic or approximate solutions. These do not rely on

does have a rather limited range of validity, it IS a
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cumbersome solutions, instead charts and monographs are employed

Nefs. 58-61) . The solutions are mostly empirical formulas based on 7.4 Rabinowitz's Line Integral Theory of Diffraction

theoretical approximation with field experience. Often explicit

correction factors are applied. Such methods are useful for a quick and This section outlines a very attractive approach in which the diffract-

convenient estimate of barrier performance, ion field component of the Kirchhoff integral is transformed into a line

integral along the edge of the diffracting body. RubinowicZ's diffract.

Keller has derived an asymptotic solution for diffraction of spherical ion formula is (Ref.13 ):

waves by semi-infinite barrier as ( Ref. 61 ): ( Fig.7 4)

- io t _ i -*o'+<> rP( =XJ<<). (74-)d J-1 (7.4-1)

-~2oo,~-(f Cp 7.2-3)
with O = 0 or 1, depending on Whether the field point is or is not in

Kurze and Anderson in Ref. ( 61 ) pointed out that Eq. ( 7.3 - 3 ) does the geometrical shadow; ;;' and rF denote vectors from the source and

not yield the correct solution for the case when the Fresnel number N is field point to the edge el ment d, respectively.

zero: this corresponds to the case when the source, the diffracting

edge, and the receiver are collinear. When the field point and the The above formula states that the diffracted field potential can be

source point is sufficiently far away from the plane of the barrier, the regarded as being generated by a fictitious line of acoustic sources placed

exact value of the insertion loss for N 
= 
0 is 5 dB. The following on the rim of the diffracting body. Although this formalism also suffers

approximation to Eq. ( 7.3 - 3 ), altered by the 5 dB correction, is from the drawbacks arising from the Kirchhoff approximation, the contour

given by Kurze ( Ref. 61 ) as integral provides an approximate method for taking the effect of complex

geometry in diffraction into account ( For exmple, a hyperbolic cutout

.2 77-Al 0 ,3 (7.3-4) section along the edge of a flat shield).

The transformation of the Kirchhoff integral Eq.(7.3-2) from an

Eq. ( 7.3 - 4 ) is plotted in Fig. ( 7 - 5 ) and is in good agreement with integral over the area of the surface of the thin barrier to a line

Maekawas measurements for N > t. integral around the barrier is given in Refs.( 18 ) and ( b0 ). The

approach of Ref.(60 is outlined here to illustrate the formalism with

90
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the aid of Fig.(7.6 ). The illuminated side S2 of the abstacle is H

separated from the 'dark' side S3 by the simple closed curve r . Rays geometry of Fig. 7.1-a the Kirchhoff

from the source passing through points of r and beyond define a kind of integral can be expressed as

cone. Since the surface So that encircles the source is arbitrary, the i -k r

value of associated surface integral will not be altered if the surface 0, £ &Af 11r) e(fxe)
is deformed, provided that the observation point P remains outside. P - r - r et  77
Here, with S2 kept constant, So is deformed as in Fig.(7-eb) such
that the original So  is composed of two open surface S4 and S'2 with I'

as their rim. Hence one gets where OC - 0 or I according as P is or is not in the geometrical

shadow. The effective source at the edge is of monopole type and its

strength is determined from the direct path from the source to the

s/+5 $tfjtN particular element of the diffracting edge. The term

Since the normals to S2 and S2 point in opposite directions, the

contributions to the surface integral over these portions will cancel. r + + 7.

The surface integral over SO  and S2  as indicated in Eq.( 7.3-2) is

thus reduced to an integral over an 'arbitrary' unclosed surface S4. It is the inclination factor of the edge wave, and the line integral is

also follows that the value of the integral does not depend on the actual sometimes interpreted as generating a 'boundary diffraction wave'.

shape of the open surface, but only on the form of the rim I' . In fact, Since this quantity is real, the edge wave has the same phase as the

it has been shown in Ref,( 50 , p.74-79 ) that the surface integral over direct wave that travels from the source to the edge before being diffr-

an unclosed surface can be transformed into a line integral along the rim acted by the edge.

via the Maggi transformation

-404. 4,r 1 T r E " " ',~ ~ ~ ekAl e;/-~ ~ e r.(r 41)

where 21/ denotes differentiation along the inward normal to S.
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7.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Referring to Eq. (7.2 - 7), tie tneoretical insertion I)ss in d; -; ifven

by -20 log 1o/Oil. This is a function of the fu, inlependent

Semi-Infinite Configurations ( Straight-Edged Barrier )varables R]1 R, Q 9 , the first two of vhich are normalized .y
wavelength. This takes care of the frequency dependence. Tie lependence

of the solition upon these variables implies that a givn degree of

attenuation can be achieved dith various combinations )f source and

It was mentioned in section ( 6.2 ) that the shield insertion loss in the receiver positions. An exanple is illustrated in Fig. P - S), where

point source experiments was evaluated by a variety of methods including the Plane go is unfolded to the plane . The nondimensional shortest
distance is therefore a straight line in the unfolded plane. Here the

cross spectral density (for broad band excitation) and signal averaging

plus Fourier transform (for pulse train excitation). Comparative Power independent variables, hence the attenuation, are kept constant in each

spectra measurements via pure tone excitation, warbled tones and 1/3 case. These independent variables can be expressed in non-dimensional

octave filtered noise were also used for the insertion loss measure- form as kR, kRi, 9, and 9, the first two of which may can be combined to
form the Fresnel number

ments. In general, these methods show comparable results with the

exception of pure and warbled tone excitation. Here an apparent wave N "12/x CR1 - R) (7.5.1)

interference causes the data to show fluctuations about the smooth "lk/rl (R1 - R)

results obtained by other measurement techniques. Replacing this four-fold dependence (kR, N, 90,G) by a dominant

dependence on the Fresnel number I is common, and is supported, by

The measured attenuation obtained by cross spectral density measurements experiment. There remains a weak dependence on three of the original

of the input to the point source and the far field microphone signal is four variables. These three then become 'hidden variables' in a plot of

shown in Fig.( 7.7 ) together with the theoretical results from the exact insertion loss vs. the single variable N. A more detailed discussion is

solution given by Eq.( 7.2 - 7 ). The results are plotted as functions postponed to a later section.

of the Fresnel number N, defined geometrically as in Fig. 2-3. The

theoretical curve was generated by numerical integration of Eq.( 7.2 -7)

The infinite interval is reduced to a finite interval by ignoring * From Eq. 7.2 - 7, it appears tiat the insertion loss is governed by

the 'tail' of the integrand. This tail was estimated for various values five non-dimensional variables kR, kRI, le., and angles 9 and io"CR, however, can ba deduced fran four other paraneters:

of the upper limit in the integral for negligible truncation error. A

computer program listing for the half plane diffraction using the enact kk=fkRjtt (kX, rI1(G-G.)- - Io

solution is given in Appendix G (Computer listing #1). CosTOGq)/ej J11
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The nine plots of Fig. (7 - 7) refer to three microphone positions at 40, represents an apparent indeterminacy due to 'hidden variables',

60,and 90 degrees with respect to the jet axis*, and three effective 
mentioned earlier. It reflects the fact that although N is the dominant

source frequencies 4, 6 and 8 kHz. The point source is located along variable, there are three other weak variables that have been hidden in

the jet axis and its position is varied from x/D = I to 15 (cf. Fig. 6 - 2) the plot. The scatter band arises from the uncontrolled variations in

to alter Fresnel number N. The range of N covered is approximately from 
0 these hidden variables from one to another of the nine cases.

to 13. The plane of the microphone traverse direction is perpendicular The effect of these 'weak' variables (kg, 9, 9 ) was examined by varying

to the shield and also contains the line traversed by the point 
source. 

o

each parameter one at a time. Curves of attenuation vs source/receiver

With the use of the virtually ideal UTIAS point source and carefully separation kR for a series of Fresnel numbers are plotted in Fig. 7-10;

conducted experiments, there is, for the most part, very good agreement 
the calculations are based on Eq. 7.2 - 7 with go - 00 and any receiver

(average deviation less than I dB ) between the data and the theoretical angle 9 (i.e. source or receiver on shield surface). For values of go
other than 0, similar curves have been obtained. It can be seen fran

predictions. Some residual bumpiness suggests 
the existence of inter-

ference effects. The maximum deviation from the predicted values is 1.5 Fig. (7-10) that the weak parameters kR, % -00 have a noticeable

dB for data obtained at microphone positions of 40 and (4 kHz only) at 60 
effect on attenuation besides that due to the strong parameter N. The

degrees. The best agreement appears to be obtained at 900 (all variation, however, decreases with increasing kR and approaches a

frequencies) and for the two higher frequencies at 600. 
certain value asymptotically. For each set of specified values of 9, go,

kR, and N. there are restrictions in allowable source/receiver positions

that are compatible with a given set of parameters. For essinple, for

The experimental insertion loss points from Fig. (7-7) for various
given kR, 9o, Q there i% a maximum value of N that Occurs at 2 - z0 0

combinations of source frequencies 
and shielding geometries are super-

posed onto a single graph of insertion loss vs Fresnel number (Fig. 7- and r/ro - 1*. This corresponds to the intersection points of the curves

a). For a fixed Fresnel number, it can be seen that the scatter range * For gilen k, 9, 9o one canshwta ax OcrWen), /; d

is considerably larger than when each case is observed individually.

This was further examined by plotting the corresponding theoretically 3ie'-r) vanish. From this one obtains the required conditions as:

determined points for all nine cases of Fig. (7-7) on the same graph 
z- z 0  0 and r/r0 *1. Hence from Eq. (7.5-1) we have

(Fig. 7-gb). One can see that the calculated points do not fall nearly

along a simple curve, but instead they define a scatter band. This %oax

h~min

* The jet nozzle is present to be used for ., jet shielding 9 - o

measurments; there is no jet flow in the presen. experiments. in
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for constant N and 9-go in Fig. (7-10). The abscissa of the intersection

point is the minimum allowable kR value to sustain a given Fresnel 7.5.2. Exact en Approximate Solution

number. For a fixed N, the minimum allowable kR value generally

decreases with increasing angular separation Q-9. between the source and To examine the feasibility of the engineering scheme, the prediction

receiver. This is because as the diffraction angle increases. a given from Eq.) 7.34

path length difference can be maintained with a smaller source/receiver

separation R. These curves also show that the diffraction angle 9-90 1
77-
,
V
N

clearly has a more noticeable effect on attenuation than kR for kR > 30 t e.,4 5 -At

and N < 20. The dimensionless parameter kR of the measurement points is

quite large ( > 100); it is thus concluded that the scatter band is not
is plotted in Fig.) 7 1 ) together with the enact solution

much contributed to by variations in kR, but is primarily due to

variations in the source angle go or 
9
-90. (Eq. 7.8-7) for several source-receiver geometries. The approximate

formula is at most 1.5 dB from the exact solution. This agreement is

The experimental attenuation points for all nine cases of Fig.)?-?) quite good if we consider that only one parameter, N, is involved in the
formula whereas the exact solution requires four: it depend on features

are superposed on the theoretical band vs. fresnel number (Fig. 7-9b) in

Fig. (7-11). The data collapse is very good, only occasionally departing of the geometry as well as on N. As seen from Fig.( 7-12 the

from the theoretical band by as little as 1.5 dB. approximate scheme consistently overpredicts the exact solution for
the geometry of the present experiments by 1.5 dB for these geometries.

The asymptotic solution via the Fresnel integral Eq. ( 7.2-9 ) has also
The discrepancy in the approximate solution (Eq. 7.3-4) is in fact due tobeen computed with an asymptotic series representation for the real and
the dependence of the solution upon some of the 'weak' parameters

imaginary part of the integrand. As expected, the approximate solution
contained in the enact solution. For the particular geometries

is in good agreement with the exact solution since the Fresnel number is

considered (Fig. 7-12 ), it can be shown that the disagreement isquite large and the dimensionless parameter AR1 (Eq. 7,.-I has a value

well above 100 for the geometry considered experimentally Table 1). explained by variations in the angular dependence, 9° and e-eo.

This is illustrated in Fig.(7-13) by plots of exact solutions

showing the effect of the angular dependence of the solution on the
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source angle %0 and the observer angle 9 in reference to tee barrier

plane, For each N, the dashed line shows the attenuation calculated by

the approximate solution (Eq. 7.3-4), which is clearly a constant 7.5.3. Modified Semi-inflinite Configurations ( AnerboX.c Cutouts

function of (g-9o). Over the range of Fresnel ianbers for those

geometries considered in Fig.( 7-12 ), the approximate solution over- Other than the integral equation approach, there is no know analytical

predicts the exact solution for N > I and underpredicts for N e 1. A solution for predicting the difffraction of sound for complicated

case is considered below where the expected discrepancy, which can be geometries. Although the solutions for the classical problem of diffrac-

deduced from Fig. 7-13 ), is shown to be compatible with the trend tion by semi-infinite thin %crees ore adequate for many practical sit-

indicated in Fig. ( 7-12C ). For this shielding configuration simple u&tions. it is sometime necessary to consider the effect of a pertur-

geometrical calculations show that the measurements for N > I correspond bation to the shape of basically similar barriers. When dealing with a

to a change in value of 0o from II to 370 and 0-80 from 2700 to 2440 as N 
geometry such as a hyperbolic cutout along an edge of a thin barrier, the

approaches I from the higher values. More precisely, Straightedged solution is clearly not applicable.

S1 - 9-8o 
=
240

O , 
80 - 37' As discussed in section ( 7-4 ), the approach due to Maggi and

N 5 "- S e- 2640, P0 = 170 Rubinoaict shows that the value of the surface integral in the Kirchhoff

formula depends only on the shape of the rim of the unclosed surface; in

The computations are based on kR = 200; a value tyncal for most cases fact, the surface integral is replaced by a line integral. Thus, one

would expect that the line integral could accommodate a change in shape
expninec experimentally. For the above values of the parameters, one can

see that the expected discrepancy, as estimated from Fig.(7-13) of the contour along the edge.

(indicated by arrows), corresponds very closely to the error indicated in

Fig. (7-12C) for the corresponding N. For N-0, 9-0o-180, it is In recent publications Embleton (!Ref.S2,S6) has applied the line

quite clear from Fig. (7-13) that the approximate solution predicts a integral to calculate the barrier attenuation in the presence of the

lower attenuation than the exact solution, this also confirms the trend ground. Embleton has gone further and transformed Eq.( 7.4-1 ) fr0 a

in Fig. (7- 12). It should be noted that the boundary of the shaded zone in line Integra) to an ordinary single variable integral. His modified

Fig. (7-12) marks the minimm allowable diffraction angle 9-9o for version of Eq.( 7.41-1 which gives the diffracted field in the shadow

zone is ( Ref. Stt ) ( FIg. 7-54)

designated values of Fresnel numbers. Effectively, the attenuation

occurring at to-o),tn Is the maximum attainable for given M, kR and go.
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integral exhibits a damped oscillatory characteristic about an

i.. e soArs(G,8, ) J cp ) dA asymptotic value (Fig. 7-15 ). For a frequency of 8 kHz, the *:lzalat-

.7ions indicate that a half-span about 6 wave-lengths from the point of

aAete closest distance to the source is sufficient for a source located at

,. (r'.3 .V c)A ,.sA),), r,[.esj ,.. 
4

. _ Cosasj about 15 0 (6.7 wave-lengths) fron the edge (Fig. 7-15b ). If the source

is moved closer to the edge, the half-span integrating distance required

(7.5 -2) by the line integral decreases. For a source-to-edge separation of less

than 8 0 (3.6 wave-lengths), it is only necessary to perform tne line
However, the abone transformed integral is only applicable for a

integration for 4 wave-lengths along the edge to yield an error of less than

straightedged barrier. For the present purpose, the original form as in 0.5 dB (Fig. 7-15e ). in each case, the half-span line segment of

Eq.( 7.4-1 ) is more appropriate when the diffracting object is arbitra- integration is approniviately equal to the source/edge seporution. This

rily shaped. is also found to be true for other frequencies.

For a semi-infinite barrier, the line integral is evaluated along the The strength of the sources at the edge is inversely proportional to the

edge which extends to infinity and joins by a semi-circular arc to both distance of the point source from an edge element. The length of the

ends. In the present configuration, the point source is located much effective line source (see above) equals about twice the source/edge

closer to the edge than is the observer. The dominant contribution to separation. Thus the diffracted field effectively originates fran a

the line integral for the diffracted field, which can be thought of as finite distribution of simple sources with a sound source intensity

representing fictitious acoustic sources along the edge of the barrier, varying from a maximum value, determined by shortest distance Iran the

will come from a relatively short section of the edge located nearest to edge to the source, up to a point where the effectivn strength is

the source. Hence the line integral need not necessarily be performed decreased by a factor of .707 (i.e. 3 dB).

over the entire length of the barrier.

For comparison, Embleton's formula (Eq. 7.5-2 ) is also evaluated for

To test the above assumption, Eq.( 7.4-1 ) is evaluated for a straight- various value of 0 for a straight-edge. 8 is the angle specifying the

edged barrier with the line integral performed over various distances on location of the line element along the edge relative to the receiver

one side of the axis of symmtry (and doubled). The value of the (Fig. 7-14 ). Taking symmetry into account, tee edge wave is generated

as 8 varies from 0 to r12 for an edge that entends to infinity. The
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calculations indicate that an upper limit of 0 - 10
0 
gives an error of

less than 0.5 dB. From the geometry, this corresponds to a distance of

about 6.5 wave-lengths from the axis of symmetry, in good agreement with

the previous result. To evaluate the diffracted field due to a cutout by means of the line

integral (Eq. 7.4.1), suppose (xy,z) denotes an arbitrary point lying

In view of these findings, the sound field as predicted by the line on the edge (Fig. 7-16). One can write:

integral theory is calculated herein with the lowest appropriate upper A

limit in the numerical integration. This is done to save CPU time on +- + (a.)

computer. Calculations comparing the exact solution with the line " = -+

integral approximation are show in Fig.( 7-1* ). Since the line

integral formulation is a development of thy Kirchhoff theory of diffr- A

action, it also contains all the shortczvaings of the original Kirchhoff fxdt = 
(C

approximation. The results show a discrepancy similar to that in r.(fr j) t f tr- t ,Jdx yr ,+ # (x-)X d I'
Fig.( 7-Sb ), naly an over-prediction. Generally speaking, the

accuracy improves in the region close to the shadow boundary where the z Cx-x5  - Ysv

Fresnel number N approaches zero. (753)

where source point - (xs . -y'. 0), and field point -(0- Yr, 0).

AS discussed earlier, Rubinowicz's diffraction integral suggests that

the structure of the edge wave generated at the rim of a barrier depends Along the straight portion of the edge

only on the separation and orientation of the edge elsent. with respect ,Ix - St

to the source, at the point of diffraction: this determines the strength

of the simple sources on the edge and the inclination factor. It is also whereas along the cutout portion

noted that in this theory each point on the Contour does not influence

the other points on the Contour. This assumption of no mutual inter- -- _ ,

ference sess unrealistic in the case of the field diffracted by narrow

slits or cutouts whose opening is less than a few wave-length across.
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applies for constant step of dl. The diffracted field is calculated by
close proximity of the edges. For cutout widths Of the order of 3 or 4

substituting Eq. (7.5-3) into Eq. (7.4-1). Ac for the straight-edged

configuration. the line integral need only be performed numerically wave-lengths,the performance of the barrier deteriorates at a rate of

about I dB per wane-length increase in width. Beyond a cutout width of 6

along the shield edge for some 
distance where the sources along 

the rim

w ave-lengths, the attenuation is relatively insensitive to further
contribute significantly to the diffracted wave.

increase in the cutout width. This is consistent with the previous

results for a straight-edige calculation where, for that shielding

Prior to applying this prediction 
scheme to the hyperbolic cutout, the

geometry, only a limited extent of sources along the edge make signifi-
present method was examilned on a cutOUt following a cosine shape. This

cant contribution to the diffracted sound field.

form allows the cutout contour to blend in smoothly with the straight

portion. A feature which is appropriate for exalining the effect of

varying the cutout width. The form of contour chosen was
This cosine shape calculation leads us to computation of the diffracted

field due to a semi-infinite planar straight-edged shield with a hyper-
Z/D • 12 - 4 cos ( flZ/Zm~ ) 75-4

,olic cutout Section via the line integral approach. If one takes the

where zm denotes the cutout halfwldth. The straight-edged portion center point of the nozzle exit as the origin of coordinates, the cutout

(z zm ) has a shield length of 16 0. The vertex point of the contour is is represented by the equation of a hyperbola in the form ( Fig. 7 -18

at 8D. The source and field points are located as in fig. ( 1- 1 ). This

particular geometry and the basic shield lengths are typical of config- *L~t

urations tested experimentally. 4 oc (7.5-5)

Where

The change in attenuation of a cosine cutout is plotted in Fig. ( 7-17 ) h * distance of jet axis from shield

with respect to a semiinfinite straight-edged barrier without a cutout. D Jet diameter

The source frequency is 8 kHz, and the attenuation is plotted against a • half angle of cone

normalized cutout half-width zm/ . There is no change in attenuation at (later identified with threshold cone of interterence of a

zm /x - 2.4 . Surprisingly, if the cutout width is narrower than this Jet).

value, there is an apparent improved shielding performance over that of

the datum rectangular shield. This may be due to interference due to
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The diffracted sound field due to this cutout can be calculated by using smallest value at the end point of the contour. It is quite clear from
Eq. (7.5 - 3) and Eq.(7.5 - 5). The result for this configuration shows Fig. (7-12) that as the Fresnel number decreases, i.e. as barrier height
higher attenuation than the corresponding cos;ne cutout with identical decreases, the accuracy of the line integral improves. To this end, the
cutout width at the edge. This shows that the shielding effect is very decision was made to derive a correction factor that was based on the
much influenced by the geometry of the contour (i.e. the inclination largest 'h', i.e. a point on the contour corresponding to the path of the
factor). 

shortest diffracted ray, for the particular source/receiver geometry.

For example, comparison between the exact solution (Eq. 7.2 -7) and the
It is quite clear that the discrepancies in the gubinowicz line integral line "-tegral solution for frequencies between 4 k to B kHz shows an
results are quite substantial in the shielding calculation for a straight- t' - iantpig from bout 6 dB at a source to edge distance 's' of s/D = 6
edged barrier. Depending on the source and receiver positions, the error to 3. dB at s/u * 2 for a semi-infinite straight-edged barrier. With
can be as large as 8 dB over a wide range of Fresnel numbers (Fig.7-12). l;iese values applied with reversed sign as a correction to a cutout
Similarly, there should be comparable errors in the same direction configuration with similar source-shield positions, one can see that the
between the measurements and the results from the line integral theory calculated results agree with experimental measurements within
evaluated for a cutout. This expected trend is consistent with the fact acceptable limits (Table 2-A). Here the shielding geometry is identical
that the inclination factor of the edge wave depends solely upon the to Fig.(7-16), with the hyperbolic cutout replacing the cosine cutout.

geometry of the boundary. Each line element dl can be interpreted as a
portion of a hypothetical straight-edged barrier (Fig. 7 - 19). In Furthermore, ignoring any mutual interference effects that might exist
general, therefore, one can anticipate that the error associated with a between the boundary diffraction waves that are generated along the
cutout configuration should be comparable to that of a straight-edged cutout contour, it is expected that the shielding performance of a hyper-
barrier. Thus, for similar source-shield positions, the numerical bolic cutout which occupies a certain portion of a straight-edged barrier
results calculated for a cutout configuration can be adjusted via an should be between the attenuation provided by the corresponding
appropriate approximate correction factor that can be determined from straight-edged barrier without a cutout and one that extends up to the
the straight-edge calculations. It can be seen from Fig. (7-19) that the vertex point. This behaviour is indeed observed for sources located at
hypothetical straight-edged barrier height 'h' corresponding to a line less than 2 0 from the vertex point of the cutout along te axis of
element dl varies as the slope of dl varies. In general 'h' is a symmetry. Thus correction factors based on the average pertormance of
function of distance along the contour. For a hyperbolic cutout, 'h' is such a configuration can be derived. The analytical predictions so
largest for a line element at the vertex point and decreases to its deduced are seen to track the point source measurements with an improved

accuracy (Table 2-B).
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Finite Configurations
justified by the principle of stationary phase when the 'nilenr wave-

length is sufficiently small comparei to other d aI tones. F.-R
7.5.4 Planar Rectangular Shields

Eq.( 7.4-1 ) or Eq. ( 7.3-2 ), one sees that the inteqrund ronsist; if

the product of a coepleo enponential with a phase dependvnce of .e

The semi-infinite configurations were studied in order to provide a
and an obliguity factor in the form of Il,.r)/ir . When the wave number

baseline comparison with other 
shielding configurations. AS opposed to

is large, the dominant contribution to the integral cenes f-on points at

empirical correlations, it has the attraction of being amenable to

which the phase is stationary (Refs. 52,55) . For a straight edge, this
rigorous theoretical prediction of the shielding attenuation. As

discussed below, the analysis also serves as a basis for approximate corresponds to the points ut which the path length from the source 10 the

observer is minimum. This then implies that in the high frequency limit
solutions for finite planar configurations.

one can take a given edge of a finite shield, and calculate the shielding

due to that edge as if it were extending to plus and minus infinity, by
In practical applications we mast confider finite shielding configur-

means of the semi-infinite half plume solution.

ations. The boundary value problem formulated for a planar 
configur-

ation usually involves Wiener-Hopf techniques. These give a system of
This method of appronimating shielding of a finite barrier by sunnaing the

integral equations that are often very 
difficult to solve exactly. Among

diffracted field calculated for each edge separately asing the cor-

the few cases where solutions exist, 
the one that has the closest resem-

blance to a planar rectangular shape is that of a semi-infinite strip. responding semi-infinite solution also amounts to assuming there is vs

mutual interference between the incident wave at the diffracting edges.

The solution is espressed in terms of Mathieu functions and Is not

directly applicable for finite size ( Ref. 4 3 ). Because of the This can be justified if the separation Id' of the edges is a few

short-coings. it may be preferable to obtain approxieate closed form wavelengths across. For the present configuration, the ratio of the

solution for finite barrier in terms of semi-infinite barrier solutions. 
widtn to wavelength d/m.= 3.6, 5.4, and 7.2 for frequencies of 4, 6, 8 kHz

respecti vely.

One method for approximating the shielding by a finite rectangular

The accuracy of the above scheme was tested with a source/shield arrange-shield Is suggested by Broadbent and others ( Refs. 55,52,54,61 ) :one
ment as shown in ( fig 7-20 ). The location of the point source is

apply the semi-infinite half plane solution for the potential to

each edge of the shield. The magnitude of the sum of the complex valued varied between the two long edges. At any source position, the two long

pressures is considered to approximate the total field. This method is
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edges will contribute more significantly than the short edges which are

relatively far away from, the point soarce. Thin geometry has practical The quantitative agreement is very good except for several of the highest
relevance to typical jet-source/wing-shield configuration, and hence it peaks. Any discrepancies in the form of overprediction or under-

is desirable to determine the accuracy of the method for wing shielding prediction of the amplitude are limited to the range of I to 4 dB. This

of jet sources, could be due to inaccuracy in positioning of the point source. This

source of experimentally induced error is more apparent in the finite
The effect of the corners of a rectangular shield is discussed in Ref. 52. configuration than in the semi-infinite case. Another contributing
The contribution of a corner is shown to be substantially less than that factor to the error is the presence of the settling chamber for the model
of an edge in the regime where the method of stationary phase is air jet in the close proximeity of the shield (Fig. 7-20 1 in the experi-

applicable. Hence, for a rectangular shield where the corners are mental setup. Even though this chamber is covered with fibreglass there

sufficiently far away from the point of minlimum path length, the main may be same reflections. These will alter the incident sound field at

contribution will be due to edge diffraction alone, one edge to some degree.

The predicted and meanured shielding are plotted as a function of din- At source locations near the downstream edge and at @ - 400) , there is
tance from one edge in Fig.( 7-21 ). The top and bottom edges were more significant contribution from this edge than other edges by virtue

neglected is the calculation due to their large distances from the point of the large difference in Fresnel number. It can be seen that the

source as compared to the other two edges. Also, in the enperimental prediction scheme shows fairly good agreement with these measurements,

setup, the bottom edge was secured at several points to a base in clone where the error caaned by reflection is less significant.

contact with the edge for maintaining proper orientation. In contrast to

the semi-infinite configuration, the diffraction pattern for a finite

shield consists of a series of peaks and troughs of considerable

amplitudes.



field potentil and the diffracted potential 0d' For an acoustically

7.5.5 Half Round Shields hard surface, the appropriate boundary condition is g/cl 0 on S. In

order to take adventage of the homogenity of the boundary condition for a

The half round cylindrical scoop Shield is a more complex shape than the hard surface, it is usually more convenient to use Eq.( 7.1-8

planar shield. Exact or approximate closed form solution are not

available in the literature. The alternative is the generalized Now, a thin rigid plate can be considered as the limit at which the

integral equation approach which can be formulated specifically for any thickness of a finite body decreases to zero. In this case, Eqs.(7.1-?)

particilar problem. Oiffraction by thin sheets have been solved by the and (7.1-8), Which are appropriate for finite bodies, require

integral equation methods (Refs. 46,49). In particular, the formulation modifications. The following integral equations replacing Eqs. (7.1-71

and method of solution due to Terai (Ref. 49 ) will be developed and and (7.1 - 8) respectively are appropriate for thin plates as presented

adapted herein to solve the diffracted sound field around a rigid half by Terai (Ref. 49):

circular cylindrical shell.

As discussed in section7.l , tqs.{ 7.1-7) and ( 7.1-8) are central to f 0 4 A + ff
the calculation of acoustic scattering from arbitrary shapes. These are o 7,,

integral equations of the second kind characterizing the diffraction [ t', ' ', $l -s

phienomenon in the form of t n.

cut) ~ ~ ~ ~ e + ~ . ) ~ C~7.S-61 I . f _ _

;172'p p +t I
with g . and k given and f is the unknown function. In general for

arbitrary body shapes, numerical procedures must be eloyed to obtain [ -pV LOA)] s,

solutions.

(.8- )
,aivrf /M l.enot.'s dJffer.t3tog 'r tiv "I -ectlo of ti"

) 
rlt~'v

As stated before, the field Potential # in E 7.( .i- 7 ) and

t, Plat ? takhn outward fIon ie of tne sjrfi . if ts plr inj t-
7.1-8 ) is that of the total wave and Is ctmsed of the Incident

Subscrnpts I) (2) denote p nt n ' iiit' -'- f j- "
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The kernel can be interpreted as the gradient in the ;q direction of the

Uinegral equat it ed s 0o afield at point q due to a unit dipole with axis n at point p.
integral eqaation reduces to

A numerical representation of the integral equation can be obtained with

- f, ( P d (7.5-9) the elementary discretization method : that is, the surface is divided
n Jr into a finite number of elemental areas. The area of each element must be

taken sufficiently small, i.e. dimensions << x . From this, we can

Eq.( 7.5-9 ) is an integral equation of the first kind written in the assume that the surface potential within the element is constant and

form represented by the value at the center.

f (,y Under these considerations, the unknown potential function in Eq.(7.5-9)

can be taken outside the integral sign and the resulting integral

equation is discretized and converted into a system of simultaneous

with g(x) and K(X,y) given. The problem is to solve for the unknown algebraic equations

function f(y). The function K is call the kernel of the integral

equation. With the free space Green's function defined as (see fig. F

7.2*,5):

G(P,G) = GREEN'S FUNCTION which may also be written as

IF] - (K][4] (".5-l2b)

Here [0] is a column matrix for the unknown surface potential jump.
and r -r 41-7o1, the kernel K is expressed as : [K] is a square matrix defined by the kernel function.

d 
1  - " - [F] is a known column matrix denoting the negative of the

/N(?,sp= , [ -f-] .- ,incident normal velocity coonent n. n the surface.

c k r '-C 3 k r 3 Jf 1 1 . 771 + 1- / ik r lf p -M ]I tsrs
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The body surface is subdivided irto m elemental areas (finite elements) Thus when p-q, r vanishes (Fig. 7-22a ). and the integrand (kernel)

(Fig. 7-22b). Fi refers to the center of the 
I-th element, 01 to the becomes singular due to the factor e ikr/r

3

is heninapliabl. T eanie te bhavourothe smingu kErnel,513

center of the j-th element, Kij is the mutual influence kernel is then inapplicable. To exaine the behaviour of the singular kernel.

(Eq, 7.5-11.) referring to both elements. one may consider the use of planar elements that are sufficiently small

in size to fit quite reasonably well into a Surface to approximate an

Numerical solution of Eq.( 7.5-12) involves arbitrary body. In any event, even when planar elements can not be used

(1) Evaluation of the kernel function Kij [K] over all readily, regardless of the type chosen, the curvature of the element is

usually small. Thus, the behaviour of the kernel as the point pcombinations of I = 1 ... mi, and a * 1 ... m.

(2) E[ va[K F]; thematrix inversion approaches the point q can be investigated by considering a planar
() Evaluation of []via[K IF; hmtiineso

element in the neighborhood of such a point.
and subsequent multiplication is performed on a digital

computer.
To treat the singularity, the first step is to transform the surface

The input data includes the coordinates of the 
control points where the

surface potential jump is to be calculated, the outward normal at each integral to a line integral around the boundary of the element

point, and the normal component of the acoustic velocity 6,/an at the (Ref. 49 ). Assuming a point P is at a distance z above the plane that

contains the element (Fig. 7-23b ), one can write
control points.

r 2 r 2

Recall that the matrix coefficient are definex by integrals of the form: pZ

-ik'-ik r dr e pd(if [-lP ]5 = =ff 3[ur-kr-3VWr' flr' + d= "I, fdr de

[/4 ikr][ d71 5 k].}t A r,

(7.5-13) If the element contains the point p, then the kernel becomes singular at

the point where p-q, as a point P off the surface approaches the point p

along a normal p (Fig. 7-23b ). For this particular case, one excludes

11"7 118
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the point where to- 0 and Surrounds it with a small circle of radius a . In the limit as P-p, z tends to zero. The value of the integral evaluated

It follows that along the outer boundary P(O) is

A- e)
r~ ~~~ - 2 r-77)

Therefore, Eq.( 7.5- 13 ) can be written as

For the inner boundary as e tends to zero,

I -r 2ej - [ / . k, J.

C( ikr)] rdr-de (7.5-14) hence

(r

The Integration with respect to the variable r is evaluated b, Means of this yields a factor independent of :

integration by parts, applied successively to terms of the form -k -

-./ c =k i k -i ]
fffdrd 0 - j.L. ~

r' ~Thus for an element which contains the point 'p' where the kernel becmes

= ---kr _k singular, the matrix coefficient has the value

fe dr = ~ f drr3 fr Z r

-nkd K - de - , k (7.S-16)
and ee r e fik -  --  dr -(

r - r r

The integration yields

e ikr) 4)7.5-15)[C14 i-
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If the diffracting surface is planar, the matrix coefficient for an

element lying in the slue plane as, but not containing the point 'p is with complex coefficients. Once the surface potential is found on the

given by the first term of Eq.( 7.5-16 ). For any elnt. surafce Eq.(7.i-5) with ' /,vn - 0 can be used to calculate the total

acoustic potential at any point in the field off the diffracting body.

p q The accuracy of the method was tested for a rectangular plate so as to

compare with published experiemental results (Ref.49 ). This also

and Pnq 1 allows one to investigate the limitation of the formalism before

applying it to more complicated shapes. The diffracted field was

Eq.( 7.5-13 ) ix reduced to
computed for a rectangular rigid panel of dimension .2m x .3m with source

'r 
- panel distance of 5 m and panel-receiver distance of .31 m. A point

JK =f/.. e. [ipik,- d5 7.5.1l) source emitting a 1000 Hz tone is situated on the central axis of the

-, panel. The panel has been approximated by 96 square elements with

" fd dfr +" "---3 e& dimension L. .025 m for each side. The control points are taken as the

r, r centroid of each element. Here the boundary condition is imposed; it

Sf1 f -,requires that the normal velocity component bef d,9 f -- r-
r.

de r .

gial-. k i /#-Z/7t"

wheree(8) and efAP are the intersection of the radius vector with the k " /i--i,

boundary and its near and far 
side respectively (Fig.7.23a). 

Eqs.(7.5-9), 
7 -. ,

( 7.5-11 ),( 7.5-16 ) and ( 7.5-18 ) can be used to determine the

distribution of the acoustic potential Jump '(q 1 ) - O(q 2 )
' 

on the

surface of any thin plate by solving the System of equations (Eq. 7.5-12

t22lot



where -lS denotes a vector directed from the point source to a

control point 'pl on the body. noticeable improvement. The above approximation requires that

L/ro be small. This is valid only 
if tne element is far away from a

The ratio of the acoustic wavelength to the linear dimension L of the control point 'p , whereas L/ro is not small for elements in the

element chosen is quite large, of the order >/Lt 13. Thnus it is cear 
immediate vicinity of point p'. Since the boundary condition can be

that kr does not vary greatly over the element. In addition if L/r is applied accurately, it is felt that the error is largely due to inability

also small (i.e. the control point is far away from the element), a first 
of the approximations (a) and (b) to evaluate the kernel accurately.

approximation to the value of the integral of Eq. (7.6-17) can be

obtained by setting r - ro. where ro is the distance between each An obvious alternative for a more accurate evaluation of the integral of

control point. Under those circumstances the integrand can be treated as the kernel is to further divide the element into a number of smaller area

a constant. Thus the matrix coefficients are determined as follows: subelements. If necessary each subelement can be further subdivided

until an accurate representation of the integral is obtained. However,

the subdividing scheme is time consuming on a coputer; furthermore, it

(a) if p $ q , Eq.) 7.5-17 ) is approximated as is anticipated that the accuracy increases rather slowly and a more

e'ikro/ r (1 + ikro) . area of element elegant second approximation should be devised.

(b) If p - q , Eq. ( 7.5-16 ) is approxlmatd by replacing the To this end Eqs. ( 7.5-16 ) and ( 7.5-18 ), due to Terat ( Ref. 49 ), are

element by a disk of equal area and pefonming the line integral the starting points of the present development; they give the potential

over the circumference (Ref. 46 ). in terms of a line Integral along the boundary of an element. In this

approach, it is convenient to evaluate the line integral in terms of a

The results from this first approximation are plotted in Fig. ( 7-24 ). local coordinate system attached to an element in which the origin of the

The experimental measurements of Reference 49 are also shown. It can coordinate system is taken to coincide with the control point (xl,yl)

be seen that the calculated results show only qualitative agreement and of that element.

fail to predict the locations and magnitudes of the peaks and valleys. A

further decrease in size of the element (half-divided) does not show Fig. ( 7-25 ) illustrates the geometry used to calculate the potential

at a general control point p due to an element lying in the sime plane.
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With reference to the local coordinate system, the angle a changes from

0 to 2. for a complete integration around the perimeter. For sIdes and 3 (Fig. 7-3 5

On mx ing the change of variable 
'9 _

We = 19 d'X where

.~ C 5( a. Cd .'t $in &o C o - coa s&;, + Cz a.
1' *

- -. - 5ie I.,

The quantities that are varied during the integration of Eq. (7.5-21 ) are For sides 2 and 4

I P I and the Jacobi an of the trasfomation 0/6o( . From the cosine law,

is expressed as (Fig. 7- 25 ) ;e

Where

p= la f~~/~tcas 7.5-22)

The Jacobian ca/le C can he expressed as follows (Appendix F )t 4 - d = ;c d[ d

/~
t sin 49 &,ai + CoS 0 tzA-,t A C*.15 An

+( 7.5-24 )
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The evaluation of the singular element (Eq. 7.5-16) requires but a single For each segnent of the boundary, the ordinates are given by

integration along one line segment. (0.25 t, + .5) side 1

Xi = (0.25 ti + 1) side 2

The numerical evaluation of the matrix coefficients may be performed Xl (0.25 t i + 1.5) side 3

by many existing numerical integration schemes such as Simpson's rule, X 1 (0.25 t) side 4

the trapezoidal rule, and sane general quadrature formulas. However,
rhe weighting coefficients a. and associated points t. are

for most bounded integrals the Gaussian method is known to yield 1

remarkable accuracy with only a few ordinates. In the present ti W1
+ 0.339 981 044 0.652 145 155

calculation, a four point Gaussian quadrature formula is used to
* 0.661 13;6 312 0.347 854 845

evaluate the line integral. The Gaussian integration formula that

approximates the integration of f(x)dx between the limits 'a' and 'b' is
The matrix equations as indicated in Eq.( 7.5-12 ) are conventionalexpressed as

linear matrix equations except that the matrix elements are generally

b-a '( p - . (L+ a.J complex valued. For the present work, the IMSL library subroutine LEQTIC

f ) was used for solving these equations to obtain the surface potential. An

7.525 integral equation computer program listing for point source diffraction

by a rectangular flat plate is given in Appendix G (Comouter ListinQ 42).
where wi are weighting coefficients and

Nare roots of the Legendre polynomnal P8 (t) 0 The calculated results from the line integral approach are compared with

the experimental ones at field points off the plate in the field at a

In the presen context, radius of 0.31 meter. For these results the panel was again divided into

C-ikp ) 96 elements. With this method, excellent agreement between the measured

7.5-26 and predicated value of the acoustic potential due to diffraction is
obtained (Fig. 7-26 ) except at mall angles. Positive dS values

indicate attenuation while negative values indicate amplification. Such

is the case for the 'bright spot' on the axis of the shadow (0-1800).
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7.5.6 Numerical Solution for Half ound Shields _by Da2/&1opjnt

To check the number of elements needed for accurate solution, the of Integral Etuation Method of Terai

ucoustic potential was calculated as before except for double element For a general body surface, it is possible to approximate it by a large

size. For the cases tested a four-fold reduction in the number of number of small plane elements. In the present analysis, however, there

elements does not appreciably alter the results except in the region near is no real adventage to implementing this procedure for solving the

the peak behind the plate. This is the region where approximations diffraction problem of a half round shield. There are two reasons.

(a) and (b) (see p.123) also show the largest discrepancy (c.f. Fig.7-24). First, the element equations can be readily formulated in terms of the

Table 3 lists the magnitude of the surface potential jump '0(q1 ) - (q2 )' natural coordinates. From experience, this leads to considerable

obtained with N = 96 and N = 24, where N = number of elememts. Because of simplification in the analysis. Second, although the surface can

symmetry, rnly one half of the distribution from one edge is shown, approximated accurately by plane elements if the gri dwork is

Despite the difference in the values of the calculated surface potential sufficiently fine. However, the number of elements that can be used is

jump, the final solution that expresses the diffracted sound in a limited by the computer storage requirement. It is sometimes

logarithmic reprsentation (dB levels) appears to be accurate enough. On impractical to increase the accuracy by increasing the number of

a whole, it appears that the total field potential is adequately elements; an increase in the number of element by a factor N is

predicted by element size less than X/6 for a flat plate, accompanied by a N
2 
fold increase in the size of the coefficient matrix.

In some cases, the increase is in excess of the storage space available.

The accuracy of the integral equation scheme has been demonstrated by the Aside, for comparable size of the coefficient matrix, one can expect a

thin flat plate diffraction problem. In the next section the same higher accuracy of the solution from the cylindrical coordinate

approach is adapted to the more complicated half round configuration formalism. This is due to a more accurate evaluation of the kernel

with slight modification due to the curvature of the surface, function which depends solely on the geometry of the surface.

In view of the above considerations the element equations are derived in

terms of cylindrical coordinates. Referring to Fig. ( 7-27 ). the half

round configuration is represented by the equation of a cylinder

F(x,y) = x2 v y
2 
_ R 

2

where R is the raoius of ti. half tylinder.
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The inward normal at any point p(x.y) on the surface is In cylindrical coordinates, the two components of r are:

A -vFIA
-v F /x;' # j/

X (7.5-27) (7.5-29o

In clindrical coordinates, ;p can be expressed as np(rnp. Onp" = S/i ,7-, 7
where rnp =1, Onp tan

1 
(yp/xp) +7T and

Define r a vector directed from the point p to point q r - £

t~k[~/Zp](7.5-29b)
where r r - p

and where rq - q- + yq + q Thus, the dot products required by the kernel function can be expressed

as:

r x~i + y j + z k A r r

The unit vector r may be written as =[Xr ij-/0 1r.) _[X? Ip C .r -,9p)
tD- S (U, /)f,-, s snp

" - (Yrq - rp) /Ir'q -~I (p7.5-28)

(7.5-n)o
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and similarly
Using Eqs. (7.5 - 30). the integrals in Eq. (7.5 - 13) can be ritten

. 7.-3 ) as:

ff R7- 21 1- CdSCd C Ri

Since (^n p p and (n q r ) points in opposite direction (Fig. 7-28)

therefore 
f , (,,-* [2- 2 ,/-, c- .e',) * -

&,P 8ir- 9 77- - pJ

This ipies P R' f ' s (,g 7 -0-P)+ Co sWC r +,~ )

Cp (&,PD 9rp).c. *-r)=L~.

Upon using Eq.7.5-3O, we get

I- ' 2(7.5 . 31)

(7.5- 0d
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The multiple integral of Eq. ( 7.5-31 ) can be evaluated by applying is equivalent to the sum of three regular integrals. The integral is.

successively the formula for one-dimensional integration. Thus the therefore, finite in spite of the singular kernel. In the calculations

double integral is expressed as performed in this study, the surface of the half round scoop shield is

divided into equal cylindrical elements. If the mesh used to approximate

the surface is sufficiently fine, the surface can in fact be fitted quite

K fj ia g, doqWk well by planar surface elemnt in the neighborhood of each control point.

Aside from this, the error introduced in the evaluation of the self-

.induced influence coefficient is also small for planar element
z - - approximation. For example, if the control points are separated at 120

intervals in the circumferential direction of the scoop shield, this

where would correspond to a 15 x 15 gridwork subdividing the surface into 225

'; 4  t, Or equal corned elements. The problem then requires solution of a 225 u 225
system of complex equations. A coefficient matrix of this size is still

O . . within the limitations imposed by computer storage available. In the

computation aspect. the difference in direction of the normal near the

and where tI , wI are abscissas and weight factors for Legendre -Gauss boundary to that of the centroid of the element where a control point is

integration, denoted will be at most 
° . 

Thus if the surface element is assumed to be

flat, the maximum error induced In the dot products in the Integrand of

The accuracy of this quadrature formula for two dimensional integration Eq. (7.5-13). namely P . r ., and ^p % is not greater than 0.11 and
was also tested for the planar configuration considered earlier. The 0.51 respectively. In addition, the error in the magnitude of I is also

calculated results are extremely close to the results from the line not greater than 0.511. This suggests that the local effect term can be

integral scheme (Eq. 7.5-18). estimated with sufficient accuracy by meant of Equation 7.5-16. namely:

y,- - e -?-rik
When the points 'p' and -q' coincide, the kernel Is singular, as Is the . ff)

case for the planar shield. It is shown in Refs (47) and (48) that the An alternative approach to evaluate the singular kernel is outlined in

stsgular integral E Eq. 7.5-13 ) Reference (45) page 26, 27. Therein an appromiate expression for the

sab
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local effect term is given for koec1 where Tb
2 

= S, and S is the area of tne full capacity of 1000 kilobytes. These basic requJi.-eoients are

an element. Numerical solutions to various cases investigated ( see
indicative of all cases considered. In all cases the integvl) equation

Figure 7-28 ) using this approximation for the self-induced 
coefficient

methods are found to be adequate within the frequency range tested. For
show that, on the average, the magnitude of the surface potential is the present configuration, the ratio of wueelength/scatte dimension ic

different by about 6 % and the diffracted sound field is different by about 0.5 to 1.5. In this mid frequency region, neitner low nor high

less than 1 dB compared with the former approach (i.e. self induced frequency a~xproaimate solutions are applicable. A computer progrmn

coefficient evaluated by Eq. 7.5-16). listing for the half round diffraction problen is given in Appendix 3

(Computer listing #3).
Using the formulation described above in tens of integral equations, a

suitable numerical procedure has been applied to predict the total sound Figure 1-28 shbows the computed and the experimental results. The general

field due to diffraction for a 100 diameter scoop shield of length 160. agreemnt between the predicted and mneasured sound fields is seen to be

The point source is located at a certain point on the axis of the scoop good in all cases; in general, the finer the mesh tiLc oatter the agree-

shield. The surface of the shield is assumed to be perfectly reflecting. ment. In Fig. 7-28 a,b the total sound field is plotted against source
For all cases considered, the predicted results are compared with positions along the axis of the half :ylinder. The receiving point is at
laboratory measurements. 900 to the shield axis, and the problem has symmetry with respect to the

line connecting the mid point of the shield to the receiver. For te two
Numerical approximation of the integral equation is obtained by sub-f frequencies considered, good degree of symnnetry is observed in the

dividing the half round shield into equal curved elements. A point is measured results. '4unimun attenuation is found at source positions

then chosen in the center of each element where the potential will be close to the edge, gradually decreasing to a niinimun ut tne center.
detenined. The total number of control points examined are 96 and 225 In Fig.7-28 c,d the curves also show attenuation versus source position
wh ich corresponds to a 12x8 and i5niS grid on the shield surface but the receiving point is at 400 with respect to the axis 3f the scoop
respectively. The ratio of the element area is about two to one. shield. For this geometry, maximn shielding occurs for sources located

Solutions to the diffraction problem thus require 96x96 or 225x225 sys- further away from the edges. The measured shielding fjr 700 
1
1z at tn's

toms of complex equations. For the second approximation (225 elements), muxiuu can not he deterniinnd accurately fron tne recorded spectrum us

computation of the surface potential and the resulting diffracted field the level Is too close to the noisy Cloutr Nevertneless, the ag-cement

required under 3.5 minutes of computing time on the U.of T. IBM 370 is satisfactory.

computer. The storage requiremnent is about 850 kilobytes, which is below
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The cases considered nest were the diffraction of spherical waves into the

region surrounding the scoop shield. The sound source is located at the surfaced obstacles with no curvatures Such us thin plate, disk, and

mid point of the shield axis. The angular variution of the sound field parullelpiped (Ref. 49)

about the source point is surveyed both in the shadow and bright region.

In the enperimental set-up, the source and microphone are fixed; the

measurement was carried out by turning the scoop shield about the point

source every 100. It can be seen that agreement is again satisfactory,

but the accuracy deteriorates as the frequency increases. It should be

noted that the surface potential distribution is obtained by solving the

matrin equation with certain input vectors which depend on the source

position. Hence the accuracy of the subsequent calculation of the

directivity pattern is largely dictated by the accuracy of the

calculated surface potential. The general shape of the curve for the

1000 Hz case is similar to that of a flat shield. The first peak at 200

is compatible with the corresponding peak calculated for flat plate

geometry. This points out possible error in Terai's measurement in this

range (Fig. 7-26). Maximum attenuation occurs at the same direction (9

-460) into the shadow region for both flat and curved configurations. In

the region between a=3oo and g00 and directly behind the shield at

8-18&f, the results for the curved shield are somewhat different from

those of the planar shield because of diversified shielding geometry and

hence diffraction effects. In the planar configuration, the source is

closer to the shield than the receiver, hence the diffraction pattern is

espected to be different to some degree. The curved shield shows less

local maxiwa or minima and the sound field in the region directly behind

the shield in not higher than it would be if there were no shield. The so-

called Arago's spot appears to be a phenomenon characteristic of flat
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS refractive extension of the shield. As a sound barrier it has only a

limited effective downstrem length. This is due to the entrainment of

The resnt tud isaime attheexporaionof sielingconept incolder air that progressively weakens the refractive capability. This
jet noise reduction. A variety of shielding configurations huve been siligcniuainrslsi agnlices nsiliga

examnedexprimntaly ad aalyicaly.high frequencies, suggesting a potential for significant increase in

shielding capability if a large flume mass flow can be generated.
Tne extensive collection of measurements suggests that two factors limit

Spectral measurements show that this scheme, where the burning occurs
the effectiveness of the shields: sanely, the finite size of the shield

near the turbulent jet, suffers at low frequencies from spurious or extra
and the source distribution in a jet flow. The former in conjunction

noise due to jet/flame interaction.
With the non-compactness of the source region allows some direct radiat-

ion to be received at most observer positions. Furthermore, the source
On the whole, the measured insertion loss or overall decrease in the

distribution along the jet axis, as well as the "ery nature of diffr-
sound pressure level has not been spectacular. It is of the order of 3

active barriers, favours noise reduction only at moderate and high
to 4 dB in the direction of peak noise, depending on the particular

Strouhul numbers. In order to be effective barriers must be large and
configuration. Scoop shields offer comparable reduction at a signifi-

close to either the source or the observer. When a sarrfver is moved
cant savings of materiel. The 10 D and 15 0 shields provide peak

sufficiently close to the jet flow intensive 'edge noise' is generated.bra anreutoof4d.Mxmm eucinf5d8sotiale t
This severely limits the shield length, and hence the effective shield-

a shield length of 20 D. Nevertheless, owing to the frequency sensit-
ing that can be obtained. A hyperbolic cutout allows the barrier lengthivt of he ar tesujc ve mp ton ecied osele.
to be increased without unduly enhancing the edge noise. Such configur-

measured in PNdB is more imprexssiee. On the average a 5 to 6 drop in Ph
ations offer significant improvement over a straightedged barrier gener-

dB level has been measured. More importantly, up to 661 decrease in the
uting comparable edge noise. A localized wing extension of the cutout ae fcraneulPd otus(niefopit' o iuae
configuration attains similar noise suppression with a smaller shieldfloe siutnshsbndmntre.

area.

-ompsit Sheld tha exendtheeffetiv legthof ashild y mansThere are several factors that influence the relatively poor performance

of the shields. The edge-noise phenomenon appears to be a principal
of a hot refractive layer have also been examined. Fr example an array

of flames emanating from the trailing edge of a snield constitute a agent. The shield effectively acts as a sounding board for the nearfield
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pressures. The largest portion of these are otherwise nonradiating and divided into an engineering approach for jet noise shielding and a more

therefore would not normally contribute to the far field sound. rigorous analysis for point source shielding. rhe forner approach

starts with measurements (or prediction) of the shielding of 'point

Secondly, the extended nature of the jet flow glees rise to a spatial sources' as function of frequencies and positions along the jet Axis.

distribution Of noise sources. This results in An unfavourable diffr- For the specified source pattern of jet noise the results are summed in

action effect which is dominated by the lowest Fresnel number: the high such a way as to give the overall attenuation of the jet noise at each

frequency noise source generated close to the nozzle will suffer sub- frequency. A scheme for extraction of edge noise could also be incor-

stantial shielding, whereas the low frequency noise generated in the porated. On the whole, the predicted augmentation and shielding effects

downstream region, Possibly close to the shield edge, is effected by are found to be in reasonable agreement with neasured spectra if the

diffraction only. Furthermore, due to the non-uniform directivity of principal features of flow noise generation and diffraction are accounted

the jet noise pattern, the low frequency sound, which has a directional for.

Maximum at small angles to the jet axis, is the Principal source of

i ncident waves diffracted by the shield edge. for point source shielding theoretical calculations based on the enact

solution for a half -plane are successful for simple planar shield con-

The low frequency augmentation of Jet noise (edge noise) is foand in figurations. The line integral approach inolving the Kirchhoff appros-

almost all shielded jet noise spectra. The peek noise level of this imation results in large error. However, reasonable predictions for

effect has a fifth power velocity dependence, a trend characteristic of rectangular configurations including cutouts, are possible if certain

dipole sources for two dimensional configurations. The nearfield mea- corrections are applied. Integral equation methods (solved numerically)

urements of the low frequency augmentation level at the shield trailing are considered for more demanding geometries such as half round sugar

edge show a one-to-one correspondence with the far field measurements, scoop shields. A computer code has been developed to deal with problems

The experimental validation of the noise scaling law shows quantitative of diffraction by thin obstacles. Generally speaking, the method is

agreement with the predictions, found to give satisfactory agreement with measurements within the

frequency range examined.

The experimental work is complmented by a programme directed at the

prediction of the acoustic performance of shields. This is broadly
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2-A

Comparison between exact (Ae) and asymptotic (A a)solution computed Numerical Results for Cutout Configuration via Line Integral

for thin barrier

Correction
400

, 
f = 4 kHz Q = 400, f= 8 kHz based on

shortestN kR1  A(e)(dB) A(a)  N kR1  A(e)(d8) A(a)(dB) Uncorrected diffracting Corrected
__ _ _ _ Frequency results path results Measurements

1.14 121.6 12.67 12.64 2.27 243.2 15.50 15.43 X/D (Hz) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)

1.03 118.9 12.37 12.35 2.06 240.5 15.20 15.18
0.92 117.5 12.04 12.02 1.85 237.8 14.83 14.86 3 8K 37.6 -6.2 31.4 27.5
0.82 116.2 11.69 11.66 1.63 235.1 14.44 14.42 6K 31.8 -6.2 25.6 25.0
0.71 114.8 11.29 11.27 1.42 232.4 14.01 13.91
0.60 113.5 10.85 10.83 1.20 229.7 13.52 13.40 4K 27.3 -6.3 21.0 21.0
0.49 112.2 10.36 10.33 0.99 227.0 12.97 12.89
0.39 110.9 9.79 9.76 0.78 224.4 12.29 12.28
0.29 109.6 9.13 9.11 0.57 221.8 11.48 11.47 5 8K 33.3 -5.3 28.0 23.0
0.19 108.4 8.37 8.35 0.38 219.3 10.50 10.49
0.11 107.2 7.46 7.44 0.21 216.8 9.26 9.29 6K 29.1 -5.3 23.8 21.4
0.04 106.2 6.36 6.35 0.08 214.5 7.70 7.70 4K 24.7 -5.3 19.4 16.5
0.00 105.3 5.04 5.03 0.01 212.4 5.72 5.72

7 8K 25.1 -3.3 21.8 19.5

9 = 900
, 
f = 4 kHz Q = 90

0 , 
f 

= 
8 kHz 6K 24.1 -3.7 20.4 18.0

4K 20.6 -3.8 16.8 13.0
N kRI  A (e)(dB) A (a)(d) N kRI  A(e)(dB) A(a)(dB)

6.14 138.4 19.52 19.38 12.29 276.8 22.53 22.50
5.70 137.0 19.17 19.08 11.40 274.1 22.16 22.14
5.25 135.7 18.81 18.71 10.51 271.3 21.85 21.75
4.80 134.3 18.41 18.23 9.61 268.6 21.38 21.32
4.35 133.0 17.99 17.92 8.71 265.9 20.99 20.86
3.90 131.6 17.92 17.54 7.79 263.2 20.50 20.36
3.44 130.3 17.00 16.92 6.88 260.6 20.00 19.84
2.98 129.0 16.45 16.38 5.96 257.9 19.42 19.27
2.52 127.7 15.82 15.76 5.05 255.3 18.79 18.65
2.07 126.4 15.09 14.98 4.14 252.8 18.05 18.06
:.63 125.2 14.25 14.24 3.26 250.4 17.18 17.15
1.20 124,0 13.25 13.25 2.40 248.0 16.14 16.07
0.80 123.0 12.04 12.01 1.60 245.9 14.79 14.71
0.45 122.1 10.50 10.47 0.89 244.2 13.05 13.00
0.18 121.5 8.54 8.52 0.35 242.9 10.60 10.57
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TALE 2-B

Numerical Results for Cutout Configuration via line Integral TABLE 3

Correction Magnitude of the Surface Potential

based on_(q )-0(q)) On Plate

Unconnected average Corrected
Frequency results performance results Measurements

.343 .333 .313 .282 .238 .169

8K 3..6 -7.1 30.5 27.5 .524 .507 .473 .422 .349 .236
6K 31.6 -7.2 24.6 25.0
4K 27.3 -7.2 20.1 21.0 .640 .618 .575 .508 .415 .279

96 elements .698 .674 .625 .551 .447 .298
8K 33.3 -6.5 26.8 23.0

6\ 29.1 -6.5 22.6 21.4 n 8) .698 .674 .625 .551 .447 .298

4K 24.7 -6.6 16.1 16.5 .640 .618 .575 .508 .415 .279

.524 .507 .473 .422 .348 .238

8K 25.1 -5.4 1918 19.5 .343 .333 .313 .282 .238 .169
6K 24.11 -5.6 38.5 IS.0

4K 20.6 -5.6 15.0 13.0

.459 .406 .292

.660 .575 .396
24 elements

(6 x 4) .660 .575 396

.459 .406 .292
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NOISE REDUCTION BY BARRIER
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FIG. 2.1 NOISE REDUCTION BY BARRIER PLACED BETWEEN NOISE
SOURCE AND RECEIVER (Ref. 54)
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Fir2-20a VIEW OF SOLID (SCOOP) SHIELD PLUS HOT GAS LAYER
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Flow Chart for Ground Contour Calculations

Set up grid points Maximum level of PN dB level

on ground plane at each grid point is selected

from time history of the SPL

Obtain 
e q atio n 

Ff
flight path 01

gt 
Interpolate the contour of

constant PN dB from maxima

Obtain coordinates of calculated at each grid point

grid points (x 1Y1ZI1)
reference to A/C frame

(x2yzZ2 ) Q

Transform (x 2 Y2 Z2 ) Scale level to simulate
to spherical coordinate a full size engine

(R,e ) ( )

Determine the sound
pressure level at (R,e,lO)
from experimentally measured
value at (RoeiyPi)

The circled number in the boxes refer to sets of equations in Appendix C

FIG. 5-4
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APPENDIX A
Eq. (A-3) indicates the possibility of complete reflection if .2>c,,

(A) REFLECTION AND REFRACTION OF SOUN ) WAVES AT VA INTERFACE, hnen i i ssn~ 1 t ne frf-cin. I hhence n <1I (n = sin e /sin 6 2 = '11c2 =index of refraction). if the!
angle f incidence satisfies the condition sin Al>n, R becoves compolen

Consider a plane harmonic sound wave of frequency to incident at an an d o i n i c h s ndi caes co npl te e in o> c den come x

angle Ol (Fig.A-1) to the vertical upon an interface separating two half

spaces of characteristic impedance eic1 and e2c2 respectively. The This simple analysis serves to illustrate the major concept of a
boundary conditions at the interface are reflective gas layer shield. A layer of gas with higher so-Jnd Speed than

(1) continuity of pressure
the medium of the jet will partially shield an area below it. The(II) equality of normal component of particle velocity

situation will become nore complex when the reflective layer is of finiteThere will be a reflected wane at angle 81 to the vertical in medium I and

thickness and the medium is in motion. For layered media, it can bea transmitted (refracted) wave at angle 82 to the vertical in shown that the reflection and transmission coefficients are frequency
medium ii. Straight forward analysis using (1) and (I1), yields

dependent (Ref. 64),and in gzneral, both coefficients will show a series
of maxima and minima as a function of frequency at a particular angle of

(ii) kI sin 1 k2 sin 82 (Snell's law) (A 2) incidence. The frequencies and amplitudes of the maxima and minima will

along the boundary. ((i) and (ii) implies common angular frequency and also be functions of the angle of incidence.

the continuity of the component of wave number along the interface).

Further applications of i) and (ii) result in expressions for the f2) REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION OF SOUND dAVES IN LAYERED ME31UM IN
RELATIVE MTION

reflected amplitude R and transmitted amplitude T. After some work,

one finds:

m cos 81 - sine 1  In case there is relative motion between the two media, Ribner Ref.( 26
R ( A-3m COSel + FT: sin '9 and Miles (Ref. 27) have generalized the second boundary condition as

given in (A) to

and + = lv R ) I m , where m = e2 1 ei (A-4) (II a) c)ntinusv )f tri- nirml cypon nt of Orticl- lis-
i -C / G - N - 8, s ;. k p l a c e m e n t a o ss t hi e in te r f ai -.

Define Z1= I- Cl/COS 81 Z2- e2c2
/ 

cos e2 . The reflected amplitude R

can be written as

R - (Z2 - Zl)/(ZI + Z2) CA-5)

A-1 A-2



Equality of trace velocity on the interface yields

CI CSC 91 U = C2 csc e2 = v Fig.( A-2 ) shows the transmission loss as a function of the different

Here U is the relative velocity of the upper medium to lower in the parameters of the medium. The values of e and c of the media, the

direction of the incident sound rays. The boundary conditions II and Ila thickness d and the velocities all affect the transmitted amplitude T.

are equivalent when U = 0, but differ when I A 0. Earlier workers on the Also, increasing v1, Cl, d. and decreasing the incident angle towards 
the

problem erred in using boundary condition (Il). The equality of wave glancing direction all results in predicted increased shielding.

number component along the boundary implies

klsin 91 = k2sin 82 = m

Thus. camnon angular frequency ( 6 = mv ) requires

ki(Cl
+ 
vlsin 01) = k2 (c2v v2sin 92 )

The above expressions are the equations of constraint. Together with the

appropriate boundary conditions, Yeh (Ref. 31) has generalized the above

equations to sound incident on a two dimensional moving gas layer (jet)

(Fig, A-2a) that can be used to model a fluid-layer acoustic shield. He

originally used the incorrect B.C.(II), but later corrected on advice

from Ribner. The resulting complex reflection and transmission

coefficients are:

T 
2 

k
°

CS*77 .,SL d"O 9).t (r#+ S;,, (k4cASS,)J

,,4,e Lo. 4 a$"',_ 20'

A-4
A-3
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APPENDIX B The following procedure illustrates the evaluation of PN dB from octave

band SPL by means of the constants shown in Fiq. B-3.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE NOY TABLES FOR PM dB CALCULATIONS BY (1) Input data consists of 8 octave band SPL values at correspondinq

COMPUTERS (REF. 35) centre frequencies from 6' to 8000 Hz.

The subjective sensation of loudness of a complex noise siqnal is (2) Each octave band SPL value is then converted into NOY values

evaluated from the octave band sound pressure levels of the noise at according to
centre frequencies of 63, 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000 Hz.

According to Fig. ( 5-2 ), each octave band has a loudness index (NOY NOY = 10 
(
SPL-S

)

value) depending on the sound pressure level and frequency. To implement

this into a computer code for calculating PN dB levels, a table of NOY where values of M and S depend on band centre frequency as well as SPL

values (Fig B-I) can be stored in the computer. This is inefficient in magnitude as indicated in Fig. B-3. For band centre frequencies such as

terms of both computer storage and time. An alternative is a math- fc K 250 or 000 Hz

ematical formulation of the NOY tables. If SPL< L

NOY = 10M1 (SPL-Sll
The feasibility is apparent if the NOY tables are plotted as sound

pressure level log1o (NOY): a series of straight lines are obtained If SPL > L

(Fig. B-2 ). For frequency bands with centre frequency fC such that NOY = IM2(SP'S2
)

50 (fc 
31 5 

HZ, and6300,fc 
<

000Hz, the plots appear to consist of two

intersecting straight lines. Whereas for 
4 00

<fc<
500 

Hz, a single For 500 efc<4OOO Hz

straight line is adequate. Hence, by specifying the slope and the NOY I 0o 2(SPL-S2 )

intercept of the straight lines for different bands (Fiq. B-3 ), a

mathematical formulation of the NOY tables is possible.

B-1 1-2

a



(3) The NOY values for all 8 octave bands are then converted into

perceived noise level (PNL) according to

a
lo91 0 (1 0..3 ( z III N10

PIL .40 + ______ 1.I PN dB
0.03

Wher ZN - summtion of all 140Y values for all 8 octave bands

- maximu NOV valve In the octave bands.

S.--
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L where Aft - slope of first line to intersection at L,
M3 - slope of second line from intersection at L.S. - intersection of first line on the SPL axis,
S, - intersection of second line on the SPL axis,

Nov ~A~tsn '"" f2 (S5'L-S2 L .- SPL ordinate of intersection,
S21 Noy - Antilogj0 M(SPL - S) with suffices as appropriate.

ItoNL M, S, - M. S2

AWoabze to bWos 400"o6300 H: WA4,-

Band Centre
freq.(Hz) S1  2 S2

63 .040570 60 85.9 .030103 51

125 .035336 51 79.8 .030103 46

250 .032051 44 74.9 .030103 42

500 .030103 40

1000 .030103 40

2000 .029960 32

4000 .029960 29

8000 .042285 37 44.3 .029960 34

FIG. B-3 TABLE OF CONSTANTS FOR PN dB CALCULATIONS (Ref. 35)
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APPENOIX C Rotate about the YI axis to obtain coordinate relative to coordinate

system with Xialigned with the jet axis

EQUATIONS AND PROCEDURES FOR GROUND CONTOUR CALCULATIONS 
(RE: FLOW CHART, FIG. 3.4) X= cosv + ZI sin -y

Y2 = Y

O Equation of flight path

X = Vt COST Z2  Cos - 1sin

Y= y

Z - Vt sin- 'y Coordinate transformation (X2 2 Z2 )-'(R. 9,

where V * aircraft speed Z

Coordinates of grid point on ground plane reference to aircraft

frme 0

Xl - V - XG

fYtY

x 1 d
Z 1 , Z

0R " , 2 2

0 XG X tan
1 
(Y2/X2 )

, tan
" I 

(Z2/Y 2) 2

C-I
C-2



C,.

() The levels at Points intermediate to data points* are estimated

by means of a two dimensional cubic spline interpolation scheme.

* (Actually measured values are p ( 0, 1 .Vj)

where 8 1 2o 360 40.50 6,70 o 0

vj 00, 150, 30o 450, 600, 7SO 900

10 JET AXIS

90- 70 0 3

MICROPHONE POSITION IN TERMS Of r,G,V OVER A HEMISPHERICAL
SURFACE CENTERED AT THE JET NOZZLE.

SIDELINE PLANE . *
FLYOVERt PLANE VP9 900

ama



APPENDIX 0

SYNTHESIS OF THE JET NOISE SHIELOING FRO- POINT SOURCE SHIELOING The total contribution from all sources located along the jet axis

then equals

Let p
2
(0) be the unshielded jet noise level corresponding to a particular

observation angle 0 and frequency f 1 " Z *(f 1,x
' e

) 
" 

[lO
"

AdB
i 
/.0 f . )

p
2
(9) ff. (f.e,x) df1 dx The overall attenuation of frequency fI at angle a is obtained from

the ratio

where *(f1.9,x) is the source intensity distribution as function /

of frequency and distance Ix' along the jet axis (Fig. D -1

Smilar, the corresponding shielded level can also be expressed A~tten 43f,18) 10 101

s fsh( 1 " *(,.B.x) df1 dx I0 o [(f,,) 1
where *(1 5,e,x) is the equivalent shielded intensity distribution * I.Ccfi)
(Fig.D-1 )

A shielded spectrum can be built up to synthesize the jet noise shielding

For a particular source position xi  and frequency fl, one if 
41
(fiuiS) is known. This can be modelled by using Eq. (.3-1),

can express the observed attenuation A dB1 as which is

Atten. dS(fIO.xi) • AdBI  10 log *t/*i C? x.S) co.(S) ,/xo[e-%(X/Xo)

or j ( 10- AdS, /10) , where xo  xo (Strouhal number)

Let 0 (fl, 1 ,9) b (fl.0)

and i *(fl'xie) "(fl'e)

O-I D-2



lance, the overallI attenuation for a particular frequency can be estimated

Where adBi is the attenuation of a Point source determined (either

experimentally or analytically) as function of position end frequency

along the jot axis.

No sieldShielded

' 2 3 X N '2 ' '4 X

FIG. 0-1 ASSUMED PRtOFILE OF SOURCE INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION
AS FUNCTION OF POSTON ALONG THE 3ET AXIS

D-3



APPENDIX E Since .
m 

satisfies [q. (E-1). ( ) satisfies

EVALUATION OF VOLUE INTEGRAL IN KIRC HOff EQUATION (EQ. 7.1-5) ( A, - #q ) (P(R) = o in V(R)FOR FIELD POINT ON SURFACE OF INTEGRATION 
-

The free space Green's function GIR-Ro , where olocates the source
In diffraction problems. an exact representation of the induced surface T s ace Greens t i on ws the source

potential is possible via Kirchhoff's integral. An integral equationthe solution for a syste
excited by a point source type of forcing function. Hence GIR-R us toe

could be derived by placing the field point P5R) on the surface of the
field at an observer point R caused by a unit point source at Vo. It

obstacle (Fig. E-1). On taking the limit as P.p, where p is a point on follows that the required Greens function is the solution of the

thesurface, one finds the resulting integral equation tobe (c.f. Eq.7.1-7) inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation

_ d5 V & -f 9"~ (E-5)

for a unit point source at wl
where ;/an denotes differentiation along the outward normal to S and p,q a o three

dimensional space is
denote variable points on the surface. The derivation of the integral

equation requires the following mathematical relation: The Green's - k I-1V.1
theorem for a region V in three dimensions bounded by a closed surface S is: -

4-Tr i -K.J
ff~y~94,4 f[v-~vq ' E-1) (-6

This function depends only on the scalar distance between the source

where a/a" denotes differentiation along the outward normal to S. point and the field point. One lets ( correspond to *(Rland ifto G(I(- oI)

and writes Eq. (E-1) as

Now, let f(R,t) be the velocity potential of the sound 
field in volume V

of Fig. (E-1) which satisfies the wave equation: (ff 0  7

-Z i (L'I ,E-2 7

If the disturbance is monochromatic, is of the form f E-1

j/ CR) C rE-

where i() is a function of position only.

E-t E-2

• am !



From eqs. (E-4) and (E-5). follews
The volume integral of Eq. (E-10) can be written as

(E-8)

S-) E-9 ( E-12)

Substituting Eqs. (E-8) and (E-9) into the volume integral of Since V2  
o where is finite, therefore

Eq. (E-7),Eq. (E-7) then becomles
the voluwe integral is zero if R is not within V. For the case if is
within V .V-V becones infinite asR-.V. e can exclude the point

located byR by surrounding it with a small sphere of radius 4 . and
volume V, (Fig. E-2). Hencef(V0t) is essentially equal to{(V) by virtue

(E-lO)
of their small separating distance E . In view of the above, Eq.(E-12)

From the diffraction geometry of Fig. (E-1), the surface of integration
ncw becomes

Z_ is composed of an integral over S1 plus integrals over So and S2 .

Here surface S1 is taken to coincide with the surface boundary of the

diffracting obstacle, and Helmholtz equation is assumed to be valid 72 [ 1('-/--- V

everywhere outside S . The point source is excluded from the volume of I- )J) r- I

integration by surrounding it by a small sphere So centered on the 4 C E-13
source. The surface integration over S2 will tend to zero as the surface The Laplacian of . -n

The aplcianof V-R iIs the saeregardless of whether it operates
is displaced to infinity while the Sommerfeld condition is satisfied on the source points or the Field points.

(Section 7.1 ). Hence the surface integral in Eq. C E-1O is restricted

That is,
to So and S1 only. I I

v R Iw , V. I A-frl"

Using a relation for the delta function We may write Eq. (E-13) as

We *7ay writ 4q (r))

( E-11 ) ( E-14 C

E -a E -4



The right hand side of Eq. (E-19) is the s3lid angle subtended at R ,y

Applying the divergence theorem, we have surface A. . Since the solid angle subtended by a surface surrouiding a

point is always 47r , we have

Ale E-15 I 4 - (E-20)

Now since .

0  1 On the other hand, if " is allowed to approach the boundary of V, the

E-16 ) solid angle subtended by A, on the surface of V is only 27r (Fig. E-3).

Thus, the volume integral in Eq.(E-10) has the value of

where r is a unit vector in the directionof R- o , Eq. (E-15) then becomes fff0I.(o 6 (IoI) dV( 0 ) (-- i v E-2ta
= 0 Rout~iJe V(E-21b)

--
A 

R on boundary of V (E-21cI - . n dS(R.)

4 7r A, E-17 )

Substitution of Eqs. (E-21) into the left hand side of Eq. (E-10), and
A

where n is the outward normal of S. noting that the surface integral over So is 9i, i.e. the free field

contribution, it follows that the potential at a point P(R) lying on the

From the defenition of the solid angle dl. , we have
surface is given by

d. r r.n dS

M i2 (E-18 d5~P f{~ 7.§~' G~p~~

Eq. (E-17) thus becomes

where a/an denotes differentiation along the outward normal to S (see Fig.

E-1) . Equation (E-22) is the required integral equation.

E-s 5-

. .. .... ...
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h FIG. E-2 EXCLUDING FIELD POINT R FROM VOLUME V WITH A SMALL

J SPHERE\\ /
/

/P(A)

FIG. E-I DEFINITION OF SOURCE AND FIELD VARIABLES

S,

FIG. E-3 FOR A SMOOTH SURFACE, A TYPICAL ELEMENT CAN BE APPROXIMATED

BY A TANGENT PLANE. PORTION 2 OF dn SUBTENDED BY A POINT

LYING ON THE SURFACE IS EXTERNAL TO THE SURFACE AND DOES

NOT CONTRIBUTE TO THE TOTAL VALUE OF Ifd.. HENCE THE

SOLID ANGLE SUBTENDED BY A SURFACE SURROUNDING A POINT
ON ITS SURFACE IS Zir.

- E 3- S



Tan 9 can be found using:

cos - xo - Isn (i - 7r/2)

EVALUATION OF THE JACOBIAN )/9a. co) 1- x. + /cosN
CO

To evaluate f di in terms of a local coordinate system with

aC as the variable of integration (Fig. F-i ), one must evaluate the yo 
+ 
d

Jacobian of the transformation d/&A
x  

. Let q(xo,yo) be the origin of

the local coordinate system attached to the element (i.e. gq' is also xo d cot *:

taken as the centroid of the element). This origin can be specified in Now, ?P/oc( can be evaluated by using Eq. F F-2 ). The various

terms of the cylindrical coordinate (Co. e). terms are as follows:

Due to the lack of symetry, the Jacobian P/,u (required to change the - = ( d csca) (-d csco( cot l

variable of integration) is not constant over different portions of the n

element's perimeter: sides 1, 2, 3 and 4. --d
2 
cosoc

sin 3o(
From the cosine law, f can be expressed as (Fig. F-i)

t ,. ( o2 2 2 olcsO# )I cos * cos ((T- e o  - d cscax cot-(

hence )f =_ ro I cea L s, O2 -sng oa
ow-? 2Kna 2W a.

Now, for side 1, we have 
(Fig. F-1 )

sin 9 YO + d £ smnp = - d C6c ) I sina cos o - cos* sin go

then sin a e os a o = d C - cos go + cot o sin go
)

Hence, by (F-3). w have e. * -Q tan B (F-4)

ax at W 7

Thus to evaluate the Jacoblan *ol . we must know , i , tan 9 and

e along the perimeter of an elment. F-2

F-I



In an analogous manner, one can show that the various terms required to

evaluate the Jacobian dfld over the remaining 2 sides are as

follows:

For side (2). we have (Fig.F-.
For side 3,

, L = 2-- and

also, di~ ~ ..

X.-d -O (Cc4, ot C o s'n A. So

The various terms as required by aeld ( Eq. F-2 ) over this portion of A $C * __ ,.

the line intergral are as follows: 
-0C

S ( tD -6e vf. C '--O)

For side 4

~~~~~~- .o~ I t sc~wo

cos i.

AA o( cos X 05tcR -PSi CS.9) -d sec Ot tan Q((cos e cono +~ s in O sn 0.)

dCea, O- . - ;A -d (tan a cos eo + tan
2
o( 

'
sin 00)

and s sac (cos esin 0o - sin ocos o)

d (sin o - tan O(cos 9)

F-3
F-4
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147n 6S(StVCI/(4.*Pl) 23q 20 CON1%T I~

.2241 TDA .T0A*5jr.I4
193 St1PfluT%E (19901 242 41E7TU.N
194 COOPLEX 1I(,-A.TOO.7lA i'3 EI
199 CCOVOLE 721 r 24SACTIEKP
11'6 Dl ENS10I TOTI4I 26-i C04LE4 Slfv4.tC0 .70,167 C0'

1 
o NI'C)%s T/T P1FK 246 C0 4LtX T1I7T,

1I C0"'O'0../0CS 4.w4. 247 1155[Q9 707(4)
I4 COMMO'./VALUEf 70 T2DA Cn-"cliC04S7, 1%
I1an C0Y'0N/FACTCR/ 990.909H 2'9 CO/CTt(.jjB11 COVWO tIGC, r3.61.04 25f) CC>'%ON/rFCCTsUR/ a..,tj.
192 00 10 (1.4 9 C0.6oa 3 ~ 4
193 9.I(0i*7 3..3 5 CO-

0
"WIoi/ CJ.52.TA

19 C O4COS(9(' 254 90-.5Ti
16 CALL EVALI 7 ,9 CO../ C~S(p)

Isp CON C00UE 251 IT&R
19'o9 SI6 A.9-(lT(13.-TT(2i.T0T(2(.0TT'd, 2906 CALL EVAL4,
2 0 T0A*0!3A+SIC-A ?69
201 91704 7,N260 10 CONTINUE'
7 02 6-0 261 5I

3 3 4 4
9*7Tticl 3 .uTiZoJ Ti 17 .TI4)

20. C0
9 4
PLkX 7(90,264 6

205 CC'WLL% S3I 04.TQT.TDA
204 'i1 %$I0' T.,(43 265 CI'6PLF4 RUC01Z. 

7
1'.0(RoC.DT.,

if? C00"09/CCST, PI FK 21%6 CO''151010,'(,6
ins CZ)YON/ R VO5,0T(A .W14). 267 C0VP(.EX (2.C3
209 CO r0';/6ACT ? _ ~CDTH 26" C1 -FK44.0
210 CCW"0%/V4.UtjE/714 299 CZSC9pL4(o..01
211; DO'IC%/90 I 0,104 277 .,14C/1... ;'

22 101N *. 271 0 (
9
077nl (4 1(9

213 R.0 I I ,.i571. 1.3 2 77 FRN
214 CO* 1 ,CS( 27
215 SI.1'('4

2 17 CALL EViL? 279 C~0/~t
21 p T 0 T(I I .(I(*T74?14M0.uln 276 C'94*~1 .
aZ1 0 11 1 . 7 C%15LE 207 C'01A09
20 r 6104.R (0 TT1( 72(.Tc7(31.T04H 20. CC-':ON/TR(r./ CZ;.S1.
21 7 T A% *11'&
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2v A1I2.30COOSI
2 *n IF WASIAII.L.T..tE.4 GC: TC 2
ZRI
2-2 TT0*ICU*CC**2*SI.*2.PI ',.CU-.I ~."o
PP3 TTl.0*gPIG*CO*S1-COWJ 

irmTLi

24 Pmo.S')VT I I Te.Ft!43$0+Il 2) 1342 3T!i
2-7 t)H.I..?.0)I*TT1-T3.ITT2-rT

3 1/(AlH1 .,L..2 ) U34,,.2'" CC .rC 3

SuRCuIS DT- AL2K 341
200 CC MO7 3 A44I4 

C(;
23 4 K -.1 - T - C , 

347C,,CI.TAT -

2.-i TToF T A* . o~ .. 4. , 14') Ir ( - 44L .I. t - 5

2ql7 SUBROUTI E C VA1. 15?1 1"' 1

32!co TO-O .F C ! / 3c
312 2 C",N/Rf IF IMI 4.6
311 IF (A97 fA ) LT 1 . E - S L3-;Z0 F ( - 1 4 . .3n4 TTI'.f-D IO -3

?14 C0 TG 3
314 4 -1 4.7.0,

316 Tl7/H

316 3 R-0Tu7

119 END

320 SUP.14OUTINE EVAL3
72 CoOONSIF, 1.S0CJPr.

322 Co'l"o3/FAcMro/ 43.0l;.TH
SPI COVVWPARq*, 5,L)
324 COR! O%/TPICo/ C3.51 oTA
17% Al.M1-D.COOS2
176 IF IARSIA).L.1. f-1k 1) GO
'127 1T1.-D*0.Cfl.SI..3

329 ?T3-0*ICo'-I6oCU*SI I
'310 TR.O'fl.5lo'd

331

133. 00103i-)(TIT*IT-T31(3#H-

335 2 IF 37723 4.6
314 4 77-73-,
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IF (1-T. Z I

IF (T.,.T.P I 2 qCOMPTER LISTING #3 9 ~ ( ~.-I7.( .

97 4 IF (I-JI

C INTEGRAL EQUATION METHOD FOR DIFFRACTION OF SOUND WAVES By HALF ROUND 1' I t.CP IJ..I . .
C SCOOP SHIELDS 01 11UC6L '

2 61V~ 4 0': 1]'

(((FLEX TCT.TLR'-.TfE.TA..S4 -15

PA )., 9I PIFl.5I6I.1 1 GS 67 c.C
7 I'I4.t-ATA\i1l.I 6"'.CP$7.,p

9 TF.:7. 7 IF
21) TK(.I5.*lTF-32.p/4. +;1. . 711 I

12 F 0 71ICY TO.11,J.ESI1I LA'F'SA.C*12./F 74 S..51.(
14 FK4?.2.I0/LA704A 75 4c C. T I mik14 ')T1.;2. '76 11) CCOTI NUL
17 '70. 7S

18 V~1 79 1 ZQ.2 7.52
17 9 FL.225 0 IF IZ')-Z'I 1..42n IT..PI:TD/I-0. 7.1 4 ATA-TH2..75..

22 Z'-17. I3 T9'.:A TA

24 A57 4,V (
7s TI] 1.0.4,3246951 

F.6 70 Cn I I Iul26 1 n fl6612C 939 F7 ..
27 1 ,i. 023B6141, *-~ 2..57r

I1 .III..17132449 92207
.7 'I2::G:16C76157 93 2f) C C, 7 sNU F

ISP..6791 93 
Q4 ")C 24 .1.".U34 v4.(I95 

EFI 11)l~K
35 q6*.ij9 25 cuO'.tI

40 3)T~ 97 ) 21 C4517Ij

41 zopz 102 no 2, 1C-I .FL'7 J-1 103
4 3 T..C If-& 23 (]("S I .Llt

A5 CALL KtI'SLL IP,5-(,OTm.OZ) r IA-.L
66 KC*1 11
47 50C 22n LL-.1.\XP l('p HSF

49 IF 1Ci3I E 5T 5 110 CALL. LEUSIC F.A...1 .J0.AlI
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131 7J'% 17l

1133 0s31 1 74 I'F C 'LX,-. I

1137 / . : " 1 .< *A @3 -' .

1' 3 7 .7 I-P 3" I 3
171 9~.S~o'l3303.'XS3*/+3Yb-VS304.3LPZs3..3 1'. CS'M3C, ti'~3- '

(55- (%S.P33'5*SIiT3XP'6?Y-C - PL I
(?I. C .- F0*PS10

1' 7E-317332J34o3.s i'' "I I33A0p

19 TE .7*C,31,5$ Io 0 .3737 ' 1, 7T 2

I1F;.".1 ,C 3 I ).T('737 '7*(U'3<,3 L T" Si 1,''-,)~ !

114 470 C N''.T~ 1v .2 5 '31

1,. 4"' o 3)TIUut in. 4' (3 I t
1,,Q.TL 364q9) '.LO'IIIDA. 1.9 T T

139 '09 Ft>4'AT I I, '(Ff4 'St.*Y3l.3.oJL.,7 *.Fna.I
637 1, 16'6 .44 72

3411 ,4 E330* 37.A/ * 6.,3 I t0.rF3
53 I IIV;A: 27A)

147 12 CfvIT I~u 1.-.. z.I213
4.P 15 CC .TIUt 3 IT, 3,3I ..

10 A' ( C )!CA II3C.Kll i.1. 4 '' .. t43
1D 6 C7'T3313 71? "I A7ICi'~.

163 6463% Fr7' A 1 311.1. SW/33667 3UWt',T37L L313'.33..I1 7 ... ~..''-0
156,A 7 2Af0.4..,.

1,7 n'330 347733 iv7 716
1s. 701 Fn-"AT 3///.11.- II'3(3. -2374''..x, c,3. T AT? 4031'1 237 T 711

If.P0*P/1: *3'. .o

11 YR"64.SNIP-33
16 ZH6.CS.N360 2?0 s. T!1 ' 4 3..'..../

15 r61"'l 31.iC 4 221 r' I 3 ',16 '1 L 373. C 6 1 )6 /*.3.'s# 71 TI.~ -3. I' -
167 ')F C MPLI3O.O.O.mo3 21 :' 3'3 .

169
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226 (31mi%2-/ 2.O
277 P2aHS*SwT/12.f
278 CKI.P~i2.0
229 THISATAJ(ID1/02)
210 $1.TH1/2.0
211 P2.(CK1-T1411#2.C
217 DO V) 1-101P
233 HS(THI*t(IITm1I/2.O
214 CII.COSIMS
215 As-FKEQZ/CH
236 C'CMPLXL1.0.A)
237 FaCM.CEXP(C)/D1
23$9 TAT'41l).F
219 SUV.SUM.TOT
240 10 CC)NT14UE
741 TnASTnA.H1*Suoi
747 SJv.C,4pLxio.0.3.:)3
2'.3 TM?.CK1-1H1I
244 TMS.CKIcTHI
245 no 11 ls..?P
266 NtITN.2.T(lTM3)/2.0

24M A--FK-flh/SH
249 C-CM-PLX(0.0.AR
25n F-SM.CEXP(CI/DI
251 T0T-wt13*F
252 SUM.SOM.TOt
253 11 CO'.TINU(
254 TOASTDA*M2SJV
255 CSs.*PItPK
236 C&-CMPLMIO.O.CS5)
257 SK.-(4.*TDA.C6)/14..1II
258 flO1E (6.131 S<
259 13 FORMAT (11.'KER'ILL .,1Xtt14.f.2X.E14.I3
26?1 RETURN
261 END
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